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Micronutrients are normally present in trace 
quantities in foods even at those levels these 
powerful nutrients are capable to performing their 
functions in our body. There are many 
micronutrients that are useful and we are quite 
familiar with many vitamins and minerals which are 
studied well for their functions and their 
requirements for the body on daily basis are 
notified as most are not made in the body and 
need to be taken in diet. 

Some like vitamin D could be synthesised in body when we 
are exposed to sun. However, as people stop going out in 
sun as they prefer to travel in their vehicles rather that 
walking. Young people used to play sports but now they 
prefer to play video games and virtual sports. 

Children spend too much time on computers, smart phones 
and watching TV rather than playing in playgrounds. Even 
the urban places have started shrinking their open spaces 
with playgrounds so children find it difficult to play. Even 
some have been more interested in having fairer skin so they 
wear sunscreens. Many of  these block the sun’s UV rays that 
are responsible for making vitamin D and thus get deprived 
of  this vitamin. In this pandemic vitamin D deficiency has 
been shown to be very critical for immunity. 

Women and children have been shown to be highly deficient 
in the major mineral iron, which is responsible for activity 
of  haemoglobin. This mineral is present in meats in good 
amount and also in the haeme form that is highly 
bioavailable. As large proportions of  Indians are vegetarians 
and the ones who are non-vegetarians don’t eat much of  
meat. The plant-based foods not only may lack amounts of  

iron but also that is much less bioavailable due to the 
presence of  many inhibitory substances. 

The deficiency of  iron along with lack of  some B vitamins 
and the presence of  unhygienic conditions will cause 
anaemia in populations. Women and children that need 
much larger amounts of  iron they are prone to anaemia and 
by several estimates the preschoolers, schoolchildren and 
women who are in childbearing age have over 50% anaemic 
population.
 
Government has started the fortification programmes with 
some of  these vitamins and minerals. Iodisation of  salt was 
very successful. Then the iron and folate supplementation 
was started which is showing positive results. This has 
encouraged FSSAI to encourage food industry in fortifying 
some of  the foods like milk, wheat flour, and rice etc. with 
essential vitamins and minerals so the population would get 
benefit of  these micronutrients. 

Ideally people should get the essential nutrients including 
micronutrients through foods they consume. However, that 
would take a lot of  efforts to convince them to eat 
wholesome and balanced foods and also that would leave 
out people who cannot afford expensive nutritious foods. 

Fortification is the easy although temporary or stopgap 
arrangement to ensure that people get all the essential 
micronutrients and do not suffer from the deficiency 
diseases. This needs creation of  awareness not only to food 
business operators but also the consumers and health 
professionals. Let us hope that we can together do this. 

Prof Jagadish Pai, 
Executive Director, PFNDAI
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aged 5-19 were 
overweight or obese Obesity is linked to greater and 
in 2016. earlier mortality. However, children 

face physical, consequences of  
India is caught in a obesity. Respiratory and sleep 
nutrition paradox problems, musculoskeletal 
where stunting and problems, insulin resistance are just 
underweight coexist to name a few (
with overweight and ). Adiposity also 
obesity in children. causes compromised immune 

It is in most cases a multifactorial The results of  the pooled data from function. Adipocytes actively secrete 
disease due to obesogenic 52 studies in 16 states indicated that several hormones and cytokines, 
environments, psychosocial factors after 2010, estimated a combined known as adipokines, which 
and genetic variants. In a subgroup prevalence of  19.3 % of  childhood modulate the innate and acquired 
of  patients, single major etiological overweight and obesity, which was a immune cell activity (
factors can be identified significant increase from the earlier ). Children and adolescents 
(medications, diseases, prevalence of  16.3 %, reported in with obesity are subject to 
immobilization, iatrogenic 2001-2005 ( ). The accelerated linear growth and the 
procedures, monogenic number of  overweight and obese risk of  impairment of  their potential 
disease/genetic syndrome). Body children in India is projected to be genetic adult height and early 
mass index (BMI) is a surrogate 17 million in 2025 while in 2000 the puberty, with its psychological 
marker of  adiposity calculated as number was 15 million ( consequences. (
weight (kg)/height² (m²). The BMI ). )
categories for defining overweight 
vary by age and gender in infants, At least 30% of  obesity begins in 
children and adolescents” ( ). childhood and 50–80% obese 

children become obese adults. 
The global prevalence of  obesity for Genetic causes of  obesity are less 
children 5 to 19 years old for both than 5% of  all cases of  childhood 
sexes was 6.8% in 2016 compared to obesity. They are considered in 
2.9% in 2000.  As of  2020, it was babies who are obese in their first 
estimated that 38.9 million children year of  life. These babies need 
under 5 years of  age had moderate further detailed evaluation and tests 
or severe overweight. Whereas, over to confirm the diagnosis (
340 million children and adolescents ).
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The International Classification of Diseases 
11 (ICD-11) defines obesity as “a chronic 
complex disease defined by excessive 
adiposity or abnormal or excessive fat 
accumulation that can impair health. 
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become an emerging trend in expendit
fitness, education and health ure. In 
sectors. It is defined as digital games addition, 
that require bodily movements to screen 
play, stimulating an active gaming time is 
experience to function as a form of  associate
physical activity. It has been entitled d with increased eating of  high-

Paediatric obesity results from as being “the future of  fitness” by calorie, low-nutrient food; and 
various factors, starting with genetic the American College of  Sports reduced sleep duration. Researchers 
predispositions and the gestational Medicine, promoting physical hence suggest that parents can limit 
environment, and progressing from activity and health in children and sedentary behaviour, particularly 
early childhood through adolescents. ( screen time to an age-appropriate 
adolescence. Socioeconomic status ). Exergames may support cut-off  (=18 months: 0 min; pre-
and health literacy also affect sedentary individuals to become school children: <60 min; older 
obesity. However, the current more active, especially those children and adolescents: <120 min). 
obesity epidemic seems to be driven experiencing difficulties or They can also develop an active 
mainly by evolving food practices embarrassment when exercising in lifestyle–supportive environment for 
(increased energy-dense and ultra- public. ( ). the child, such as not eating in front 
processed foods and sweetened of the television and removing the 
beverages) and reduced physical The other factor contributing to television or screens from the child's 
activity ( childhood obesity is excessive food bedroom. Parents can be a role 

) leading to energy imbalance. consumption and drinking of  high- model and stay active while 
calorie sweetened beverages and watching television. They can 
convenience foods that incorporate encourage the child to join them 
all of  the potentially adverse dietary while exercising in front of the 
factors ( ). In television. ( ).
India, convenience foods are widely 
accepted specially among the It is also significant that parents 
working parents. Awareness about themselves restrict their screen time, 
nutrition will enable parents to especially when it compromises on 
interpret nutrition labels while sleep time. The recent meta-analysis 
selecting the food items and / or has indicated that strong evidence 
convenience foods.   Authentic sites exists for a negative association 
like between sleep duration and 

overweight / obesity among primary 
Physical activity (PA) is the most  and school-aged children.(
modifiable factor of  energy  ). Results of  this analysis 
expenditure, accounting for about provide information on basic signify the importance of  adequate 
25% of  total energy expenditure, nutrition and guidelines on planning sleep for children.
and as such, it is a powerful lever to a balanced diet for the family. Food 
affect the energy balance equation. industry too is geared up to provide Obese children have low self-esteem 
Numerous cross-sectional studies variety of  healthy and traditional and increased 
demonstrate a negative association foods to meet the demands of  depressive 
between the level of  PA and health-conscious consumers. Thus, symptoms. 
overweight status in school-age nutrition literacy will help parents Reduction in 
children. ( ). choose healthy foods from variety of  social 

foods available, besides judiciously interactions 
In cities like Mumbai, due to space planning balanced meals for family. /participation is 
constraints children’s physical observed in obese 
activity has become restricted. Very Association between sedentary children. Besides, 
few children are behaviour (especially children with overweight 
involved in structured screen time) and or obesity report more 
games or get an overweight/obesity in stress and eat in response 
opportunity for outdoor children and to stress to a greater 
play. Exergames offer a adolescents has been degree than normal 
good option of  physical reported. In fact, screen weight peers. Children 
activity at home.  time competes with PA with overweight are 
Exergaming, or active time and therefore highly susceptible to 
video gaming, has displaces energy stress-related eating. 
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Stress- pandemic data of  231 American attempt made 
manag children aged 7 to 12 years old to to understand 
ement pandemic times demonstrated that fundamental 
progra children’s physical activity, causes of  
ms sedentary behaviour, sleep, screen - obesity and 
may time, and diet were adversely other related 

serve as a valuable alternative or altered. The researchers have causes that 
addition to traditional weight speculated that it may ultimately may exacerbate the problem like 
management approaches in youth exacerbate childhood obesity during the lockdown imposed due to 
(Miller et al, 2019). There is ( ). There is a Covid. It is to be appreciated that 
supportive evidence in the literature paucity of  data on impact of  Covid attention to this problem would 
that a structured 6- or 8-week stress – 19 lockdown on overweight have been less during the lockdown 
management, mindfulness-based, /obesity in Indian children. An phase due to the many constraints. 
therapeutic program might lead to a Indian study on 1692 children aged Now that lock-down has eased out, 
decrease in the biomarkers of  6 to 15 years has reported that post- parents must take the opportunity to 
obesity, including Body Mass Index lockdown, the mean body mass address this issue again on priority. 
and/or waist-to-hip ratio. These index (BMI) increased significantly The recent developments in field of  
mindfulness-based therapeutic in all participants from 17.32 paediatric obesity focus on multi-
strategies focus on the child and to17.80 kg/m2. Further, the study dimensional approach that involves 
adolescent mainly through the reports that the frequencies of  psychological support along with 
parent–child relationship ( participants physical activities had wholesome diet and physical 

). reduced, and their sedentary, activity. Besides, structured routine 
sleeping, and screen time had will reduce stress, keep children 
increased ( ). occupied and divert their attention 

 Hence, it is important to tackle this from electronic gadgets, and 
School closures, strained household problem as lockdown is being eased excessive indulgence in food.
finances, increased screen time, and out. Various measures suggested 
marketing of  fast above will Childhood obesity, which is being 
foods have increased help parents addressed at the policy level, will 
exposure for many to address the definitely have a positive impact on 
children during the issue of  its reduction. However, it is 
pandemic to the paediatric advisable to start tackling the 
environmental drivers overweight problem early at the individual level 
of  weight gain /obesity. also. A holistic approach sustained 
( over a long period of  time will 

). A study on The present reduce and prevent paediatric 
comparison of  pre- article is an obesity.
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Nutrition acts as a game changer 
from losing to winning in an 
athlete’s life. It is a vital 
component of an athlete’s diet 
and is even more essential at high 
levels, where talent and training 
are relatively equal. Adequate 
nutrition helps maintaining ideal 
body weight and composition, 
enhances aerobic capacity or 
VO , reduces fatigue, fastens 2max

recovery, prevents injury and 
facilitates in maintaining the 
immunity. 

increased breathing and heart rate recognised, LEA can lead to severe 
and metabolism. health issues that can affect the 

ability to practice and compete. This 
Reasons for low energy availability is same for individuals leading an 
(LEA) in sportspersons are manifold active lifestyle, training in the 
and may range from unintentional gymnasium for cardiac fitness and 
undereating to eating disorders. The overall wellbeing and also for those 
dietary behaviour of  an athlete can playing an active sport.
be affected by the exercise practice 
environment. Adaptations VO2max (a measure of  aerobic 
associated with LEA are known to fitness) is a physiological parameter 
negatively influence muscular by which we are able to estimate 
adaptations in both endurance and how much oxygen our body 
strength and power athletes. consumes when working at a very 
Endurance athletes, because of  a high level of  exercise. It is a great 
negative impact on mitochondrial way to assess overall body function 
protein synthesis and strength, and and health, as it measures the 
power athletes, because of  a integration of  multiple body 
negative impact on muscle protein systems. Vo2max testing is the gold 
synthesis. standard or most accurate test of  Athletes of  all ages require energy to 

aerobic or cardiovascular fitness. maintain normal bodily functioning 
Athletes experiencing LEA either VO2max is routinely used to and provide fuel for working 
stagnate or decrease performance, measure the cardiovascular output muscles when training or 
depending on the intensity of  LEA of  athletes to assess their sports competing. Training has been 
adaptation and importance of  body performance.shown to increase energy 
weight on their performance. If  not requirements and help maintain 

Maintenance of the physical muscle mass in healthy, previously 
capacity is important for athletes sedentary aging individuals. Doing 
to achieve success, where aerobic physical activity will increase energy 
capacity is its major component. expenditure (the calories used), as 
VO2max has been the best energy is required during exercise to 
indicator of aerobic capacity for an fuel the contracting muscles, 
individual and the best indicator
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of an athlete's physical capacity. 
VO  is a major player in 2max

improving athlete’s physical fitness 
leading to improved athletic 
endurance and performance. The 
best endurance athletes in the 
world have very high VO  values.2max

Synergia’s research has shown that 
vitamin K2-7 improves maximal 
oxygen uptake (VO2max) and 

notably MK-7, MK-8, and MK-9. horse XF-96 equipment at Texas aerobic fitness in athletes and 
There are several epidemiological Tech University USA, analysed sports persons. Higher intakes of  
studies, clinical trials, along with in oxygen consumption ability of  vitamin K2 can help to restore the 
vivo and in vitro studies confirming cultured cells. The study showed an function of  mitochondria (the cells’ 
the role of  Menaquinone-7 in health overall improvement in reserve energy factories), and in particular, 
and diseases. Natural Vitamin K2-7 capacity. This increased capacity the ability of  mitochondria to 
manufactured by Synergia Life improved the utilization of  O2 and manufacture ATP, which is the 
Sciences plays a significant role in led to greater production of  ATP. body’s energy currency. Heart 
Human health and fitness. It is The study showed that addition of  muscle has a very high 
supported by original research in vitamin K2-7 to cultured cells concentration of  mitochondria as do 
several novel applications including improved oxygen consumption the endurance fibres in skeletal 
energy enhancement (Patent no. ability of  cells by 60%. This increase muscle, and this has led some 
WO2010/103545). (1) in energy and oxygen consumption researchers to speculate as to 

is beneficial for highly active whether dietary supplementation 
An increase in oxygen consumption individuals. (2)with vitamin K2 could increase the 
is beneficial for muscular fitness in function of  muscle with high 
athletics, high altitude climbing, and AMP-activated kinase (AMPK) mitochondrial content (i.e., skeletal 
exercise. Mitochondria is the pathway is a metabolic regulator of  and cardiac muscle), and thus 
powerhouse of  the cell responsible cellular enzymes involved in the improve endurance.
for production of  ATP. generation of  ATP molecules 
Mitochondria produce energy by through carbohydrate and fat 
converting various nutrients into metabolism. Vitamin K and its 
ATP through oxidative derivatives activate AMPK and Vitamin K2, the main storage form 
phosphorylation. Various increase VO2max as well as tissue in the body, has several subtypes, 
experimental studies conducted in perfusion.which differ in isoprenoid side-chain 
Drosophila showed the direct length. These vitamin K2 
association of  vitamin K2-7 with Vo2max is intimately connected to homologues are called 
oxidative phosphorylation. The several disease and lifestyle menaquinones and are 
studies showed that vitamin K2-7 disorders and muscular fitness in characterized by the number of  
was necessary and sufficient to athletics, high altitude climbing and isoprenoid residues in their side 
transfer electrons in Drosophila exercise. A study in trained athletes chains. Menaquinones are 
mitochondria resulting in more analysed the impact of  abbreviated as MK-n, where M 
efficient ATP production. Thus, it supplementation of  vitamin K2-7 on stands for menaquinone, the K 
was concluded that vitamin K2-7 VO2max in the trained athletes. stands for vitamin K, and the n 
improves mitochondrial oxygen signifies the number of  isoprenoid 
consumption and energy side chain residues. MK-4 and MK-
production.7 are the two prominent 

menaquinones in human nutrition. 
A cell line and experimental work Several population-based studies 
done by Synergia Life Sciences with have reported specific health effects 
their natural vitamin K2-7 and sea of  the long-chain menaquinones, 

Benefits of Vitamin K2-7 
supplementation
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Administration of  vitamin K2-7 to 
four trained athletes showed a 
significant increase in VO2 at AB 
(Aerobic Base), in heart rates at AB 
and AT (aerobic threshold) and an 
overall increase in AB, AT and 
VO2maxdepicting a significant 
increase in cardiovascular fitness.
Vitamin K2-7 has been clinically 
shown to improve cardiovascular 
performance in healthy adults. 
Cardiovascular performance was 
measured as a change in VO2max, in heart rate with Vitamin K2- Placebo group or to an intervention 
and specifically cardiac output. 7treatment. This finding is group that received Vitamin K2-7. 
These end-points were measured as significant, because stroke volume is For weeks 1 to 4, participants 
part of  a double-blind, placebo- the main limiting factor for cardiac received Vitamin K2-7 300 
controlled University study as well output during aerobic performance. mcg/day; for weeks 5 to 8 they 
as an initial, pilot trial. Moreover, the Vitamin K2-7 group received Vitamin K2-7 150 

had a 19% increase in maximal mcg/day. All participants 
In the pilot study, (3) subjects were oxygen consumption compared to a maintained their typical exercise 
randomized to one of  two groups: 9% decrease in the Placebo group. It habits.
Vitamin K2-7 (N=5) or Placebo appears that Vitamin K2-7 
(N=8). During the 56-day treatment supplementation resulted in Vitamin K2-7 supplementation was 
period subjects were asked to approximately a 9% increase in associated with a 12% increase in 
maintain the current level of  VO2max. A 9% increase is VO2max maximal cardiac output with a trend 
physical activity. The is a fairly large increase. For towards an increase in heart rate 
supplementation period was divided comparison purposes, you would AUC. This might translate into an 
into two phases: likely need to train an individual for effect on endurance exercise 
1. Loading (0-28 days): Vitamin K2- up to 6-months to yield a 9-12% capacity. Without the vitamin K2 
7 300 mcg or Placebo twice daily. increase in VO2max. It appears that supplementation, training-induced 
2. Maintenance (Days 29-56): Vitamin K2-7 supplementation may changes in maximal cardiac output 
Vitamin K2-7 300 mcg or Placebo be able to reduce the training time could take 6-9 months of  
once daily. needed for a significant increase in continuous training to achieve. But 

VO2max by ~66%. (Data on File: supplementation with Vitamin K2-7 
A variety of  accepted methods were Synergia Life Sciences). during training reduces that training 
used to collect information window by approximately 60%. (4)
pertaining to cardiac function (heart Vitamin K2-7 supplementation has 
rate, stroke volume, and cardiac shown positive effects at all levels of  MenaquinGoldNatural Vitamin 
output) and aerobic capacity cardiovascular activity, from rest to K2-7 is associated with improved 
(oxygen consumption).The Vitamin maximum effort, thus improving oxygen uptake and aerobic fitness 
K2-7group experienced a 10% athletic performance, recovery, through increase in VO2 max 

levels. increase in stroke volume compared cardiovascular health. In a 
to an 11% decrease in the Placebo randomized double blind controlled 
group. The Vitamin K2-7 group study at the University of  North 
appeared to have a statistically Texas, USA, the effects of  8 weeks 
significant 40% increase in cardiac of  oral supplementation with 
output compared to an 8% increase Vitamin K2-7 on heart rate, stroke 
in the Placebo group. It is clear that volume, cardiac output, oxygen 
the observed increase in cardiac consumption, blood lactate and 
output was due to an increase in ventilation was studied. Participants 
stroke volume rather than a change were randomly assigned either to a 
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revolution as young Indians are on a continue to grow in near future.It ameliorates the condition of 
journey towards a healthy lifestyle. Asia-Pacific Sports Nutrition hypoxia, improves cardiac output, 
Though not a very popular trend till Market is forecasted to grow at a improves blood perfusion and 
a few years ago, with increased CAGR of  9.8% during the forecast micro capillary action. This 

highlights the positive effect of awareness about the benefits of  a period. India remains the most 
Natural Vitamin K2-7 on athletic fitness routine and healthy lifestyle, rapidly growing segment in sports 
performance. an increasing number of  Indians are nutrition. The nutraceuticals and 

hitting the gyms, marathons, and foods segments are likely to register 
Synergia Life Sciences has filed health clubs. Indians of  all ages are a faster CAGR over the forecast 
patent for cardiovascular fitness and adopting the fitness credo, which period due to the rising demand for 
energy enhancement role of  vitamin includes everything from weight vitamin K2 in fortified and 
K2-7 (Patent No. WO2010/103545). lifting to cycling, yoga to Zumba functional food products with 
The invention discloses that vitamin and aerobics. essential nutrients such as vitamins, 
K2-7 enhances the VO2max leading fortified beverages and foods. 
to higher energy level, less Sports nutrition is a promising Moreover, ongoing research on 
fatigability and energy adaptations market in India. The increasing vitamin K2 and the promotion of  
to stressful stimuli. Vitamin K2-7 culture of  fitness and sports in vitamin K2 as a health ingredient is 
enhances the energy availability, India, along with the increasing expected to drive demand in the 
primarily by the activation of  AMP number of  sports clubs and training food and beverage industry in the 
protein kinase (AMPK). The centres, altogether acts as the near future. Vitamin K2-7 
invention relates to vitamin K to primary factors in strengthening the supplements play a significant role 
increase the energy levels in diverse sports nutrition market growth in in achieving that finishing line and 
diseases states and life disorders India. A growing awareness towards thus increasing one’s endurance or 
characterized by low energy levels the harmful impacts of  synthetic exercise performance. 
from inadequate VO2 max and ATP ingredients in supplements in Indian Supplementation of  vitamin K2, 
stores. customer has been observed. This with or without aerobic training, 

has developed a bend more towards enhances VO2max and thus 
selection and consumption of  contributes to improved health 
organic and natural sports nutrition status in physically active 
products in the country and thus, individuals.A rise has been observed in number 
increasing the demand more for the of  consumers of  sports nutrition 
natural sport nutrition products. The supplements who focus on self-care, 
market share of  sports nutrition in prevention, medication and fitness. 1. Method of  use of  vitamin k as 
India today stands at Rs 1376 crore Consumers are now keener to energy enhancer in diverse disease 
according to the data provided by update and educate themselves on states. (WO/2010/103545).2010.
Euro Monitor International. It is the benefits of  different ingredients 2. Mehta D, de Souza A, Jadhav 
expected to grow at 22.8 per cent, and supplements. To enhance the SS.(2021). Menaquinone-7: Wide 
which is an incredible rate for any performance the athletes are now Ranging Physiological Relevance in 
industry especially during the focusing more on meeting Muscle and Nerve Health. In 
challenging times that we are in. nutritional requirements along with Hiroyuki Kagechika and Hitoshi 
This shows that sports nutrition and a physical activity. This in turn is Shirakawa (eds). Vitamin K - Recent 
nutrition supplements are being estimated to drive the nutritional Advances, New Perspectives and 
widely accepted in the Indian supplements market. According to a Applications for Human Health. 
market and this is a positive signal study published in 2020, apart from Intech Open. DOI: 
for the industry.medical professionals, 45% of  the 10.5772/intechopen.99809.

consumers are interested in seeking 3. McFarlin BK. The effect of  56 
Sports nutrition is becoming one of  nutritional information from gyms days Myomax supplementation on 
the leading nutraceutical industries and personal trainers while 53% maximal heart rate, stroke volume, 
because of  its easy availability, from friends and family. The sports cardiac output and oxygen 
digital promotion, e-commerce, -nutrition market has been consumption. Data on file.
customisation, consumption, and dominated by the sports 4. McFarlin BK, Henning AL, 
higher absorption rate and it will supplements segment. It held the Venable AS. Oral consumption of  

largest revenue share of  82.2% in vitamin K2 for 8 weeks associated 
2020. with increased maximal cardiac 

output during exercise. 
Alternative 
Therapies.2017;23(4):26-32.

India is witnessing a fitness 

Emerging market trend in sports 
nutrition supplements

References:

India: the most rapidly growing 
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1. Fats should be consumed in 
required amounts and the type of 
fats is more important than the 
amount consumed

intakes are revised as 20-30%E/day, 
based on the modifications by 
WHO/FAO (2008). Recommended 
intakes of  visible fats range from 20-
40g/person/day for adults versus 
the earlier one of  20g. A range is 
provided versus an absolute value 
considering that pregnant and Fats are important for energy 
lactating women should consume a production, absorption of  fat-
minimum of  30g of  visible fat per soluble vitamins and are the source 
day. Infants should consume35-of  essential fatty acids (EFA) which 
60%E as fats and children and are important for metabolic and 
adolescents (2-17years) need more structural functions. Fats are 
fat for growth, with minimum concentrated source of  energy and 
intakes being 25%E including 25– their excess intake is discouraged 
50g of  visible fats. due to their probable role in NCDs, 

like cardiovascular diseases. 
However, recent research shows that 
the “diet-heart hypothesis” linked to 
fats is weaker and consequently, 
several dietary guidelines are being 
modified for fats intakes. Sources of  
fat in the diet include those with fat 
as an integral component (invisible 
fat),fat present in processed and 
ready to eat foods (hidden fat) and 
the fats and oils used for cooking 
(visible fat). 

Fats and fatty acids requirements 
are presented as Acceptable 
Macronutrients Range Distributions 
(AMDR) denoted as percent energy 
(%E). Recommendations on fat 

limit. The urban young children (3-
7years) consumed adequate fat 
within the recommended range, 
however, the consumption among 
adolescents (10-17years), is lesser. 
The affluent urban population 
consumes higher amounts of  visible 
fats (22-45g/per/day) contributing 
to about 20-33%E from total fat. 

Fat increases the palatability of  food 
apart from performing technical 
functions in cooking.  The excess 
consumption of  foods leading to 
excess calorie intake causes weight 
gain. Hence, instead of  lowering the 
fat consumption below the 

Intakes have increased among the minimum recommended, it is 
Indian population from 14%E to advised that a proper fat profile is 
23%E (NNMB, 2008; 2012; 2016), maintained. Consumption of  
but are within the upper limit of  saturated fats should be limited to 
30%E. The daily intake of  visible fat 10%E and industrially generated 
in adults is also lower than the limit, trans fats should be avoided (max 
being 14g/CU/day (rural) and 28 1%E). The consumption of  n3-
g/CU/day (urban) versus 40g/day PUFA including ALA, EPA and 

DHA is insufficient among the 
Indians and should be increased 
to adequate amounts providing 
a healthy fatty acids balance for 
beneficial outcomes. Blending 
of  cooking oils helps maintain 
this balance of  fatty acids. 
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2. Carbohydrates should be a 
balance of complex ones from 
Whole grains, vegetables and 
fruits with limited consumption of 
simple sugars 

Vitamins

8.1 Dietary Fibre

minimum amounts of  carbohydrates movement, blood cholesterol 
required by the body depend on the management and blood glucose 
glucose used by the brain i.e. levels. Beta-glucan, a soluble dietary 
approximately 100g/day. The EAR fibre found in cereals (oats, barley, 
is set as100g/day and RDA is wheat), is emerging as an important 
130g/day. While the allowances are DF with physiological benefits. 
the same for children and adults as There is limited national data on 
the minimum glucose requirements DF. Studies showed that the intake 
are similar, those for pregnant and of  DF increased with energy intake. 
lactating women are higher due to While the intakes among women 
increased demands. WHO were lower, those among the urban 
recommends consumption of  free population is a concern. DF content 
sugars not more than 10%E/day was highest (about 40g/d) in the Carbohydrates are the primary 
and a conditional intake of  diets of  western region which was source of  energy in our diets 
5%E/day. While there is a dearth of  considered to recommend the providing more than 60% of  the 
confirmatory research to fix an dietary reference values for the first energy in the diet. Carbohydrates 
upper limit for free/added sugars, time, as 40g/ 2000 kcal diet. are classified as monosaccharides, 
an ideal intake of  5-7%E/day is disaccharides, and polysaccharides. 
suggested. Further research is recommended to The available carbohydrates are 

establish the levels for proteins, fats, digested by the body and used for 
The consumption of  carbohydrates carbohydrates and dietary fibre, at energy production. They are 
is higher in the rural population, which chronic intakes can affect hydrolysed to glucose for energy 
320g/day (NNMB, 2012)than the adversely. To summarise for production to support physiological 
urban (300g for men and 261g for macronutrients, an ideal distribution functions. 
women) (NNMB, 2017). Indian of  energy as 50-60% from “Free sugars” and “Added sugars” 
diets are liberal sources of  carbohydrates, 10-15% from protein are introduced in the current 
carbohydrates including cereals and and 20-30% from fat along with recommendations and are defined 
millets, starchy vegetables (roots and reduced intake of  refined cereals as “all monosaccharides and 
tubers), pulses and legumes and and increased intake of  whole disaccharides added to foods and 
sweetened products. The average cereals (about half  of  the cereals) is beverages by the manufacturer, cook 
intakes of  added sugar are considered beneficial.  or consumer, as well as sugars 
16g/CU/day for urban and naturally present in honey, syrups, 
13g/CU/day for rural population. fruit juices and fruit juice 

Deficiencies in India has become The main sources of  sugar in diet concentrates”. The definition is 
less prevalent over a period of  years were traditional sweets prepared at adopted from WHO (2015) and 
for certain vitamins like Vitamin A, home and tea (ICMR NIN-NNMB, excludes sugars naturally present in 
Vitamin B1, where the clinical 2019). milk, whole fruits and vegetables.
symptoms have become less  
obvious, however the subclinical Carbohydrate intake has long been 

Dietary fibre (DF) is the levels of  mild to moderate linked to adverse health outcomes. 
endogenous edible part of  the plant deficiencies continue to be a cause The type of  carbohydrate is more 
which is not digested by the of  concern. important and critical for health 
enzymes in the small intestines but benefits than the amounts assumed. 
is fermented to short-chain fatty Consumption of  complex 
acids (SCFA) in the large intestine. carbohydrates from whole foods like 
Oligosaccharides, polysaccharides, grains, pulses, vegetables and fruits 
inulin and lignin are some of  the (about 375-500g/day) is associated 
DF.DF can be resistant starch, with reduced risk of  NCDs. Diets 
resistant oligosaccharides and non-containing high amounts of  simple 
starch polysaccharide based on the sugars, which do not cause satiety, 
monomer units. DF is classified as lead to excess consumption of  
soluble and insoluble fibre discretionary calories. 
depending on the solubility in water. 
Soluble fibre provides 2 kcal/g after The recommended intakes for 

fermentation. DF is carbohydrates as 
being increasingly EAR and RDA are 
recognized for its also published 
physiological officially for the first 
benefits of  bowel time for Indians. The 
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For most of  the  consumption 
vitamins, requirements through good sources like 
are revised based on milk, green leafy vegetables, 
their prevailing pseudo-cereals is very low 
deficiencies as high as among Indians. Calcium 
70% and inadequate other nutrients like Vitamin C which requirements are primarily 
consumptions as low as enhances the absorption many folds based on amounts used in 
50% RDA  (NNMB, and increased rates of  bio-bone formation, attaining 
2000; ICMR, 2010; NNMB, 2017; availability (from 3% to 8%) are peak density, serum and muscle 
CNNS, 2019), their content on some reasons for the revised calcium maintenance and 
Indian foods IFCT, 2017) and their requirements of  iron. As iron replenishing the loss in urine. 
bioavailability and absorption, the deficiency anaemia is a public Growing children require optimum 
processing losses during cooking health concern, its EARs were amounts to reach the bone length 
(NNMB, 2000) and conversion estimated to avert overconsumption and to meet the demands of  a 
factors. Latest methods based on due to a very narrow range of  EAR, growing bones. Inadequate amounts 
population studies, were applied to RDA and TULs.lead to a compromised adult peak 
obtain the EARs and RDAs.  bone mass and may result in 

Recent studies have shown the osteoporosis and fractures in later 
Fortification of  micronutrients from efficacy of   in life. Increased intakes are 
30-50% RDA is recommended to physical growth recommended for calcium from 
meet the gaps in intakes. and in reducing 600mg to 1000mg per day for 
Fortification is considered essential the severity of  children and adults, respectively. 
to overcome the vitamin D infections and About 20-50% of  calcium in the diet 
deficiency (ICMR RDA, 2010). rates of  mortality. is absorbed which, to a large extent 

Zinc is facilitated by vitamin D. Pregnant 
RDAs for thiamine, riboflavin, supplementation and lactating women require 
Vitamin B6, Vitamin B9 (folate), improves linear growth in stunted additional calcium for the 
vitamin B12, vitamin A and and underweight young children. development of  growing foetus and 
Vitamin D are increased for some Zinc bioavailability of  about 23% is for milk secretion. 
age groups due to prevailing reported from Indian diets in 
deficiencies at earlier recommend various age groups.  Increased rates  requirement is 
levels. Studies from India showed of  deficiencies among Indians, maintained on 
that there is vitamin D deficiency increased importance during the principle 
despite enough exposure to sunlight. growing years and in infections led of  Ca: P of  1:1 
RDAs for vitamin A, Vitamin B6, to increased requirements for Zinc for all age 
Vitamin B12 and Vitamin D have among Indians. groups and as 
been increased to a great extend due 1:1.5 for 
to either increased or sustained The intake of  salt has increased infants. 
prevalence of  their deficiencies. much above the prescribed limit by 
TULs are set for Vitamin A, WHO. Sodium and potassium  
Vitamin B3 (niacin), vitamin B6, intakes are adopted from WHO requirements are 
folate, Vitamin D, Vitamin C due to (2012) recommended basis their role primarily based 
the increased fortifications of  these in physiological functions and in on the severity of  
nutrients. managing the NCDs.  A limit of  iron deficiency 

2000mg of  sodium and 5g of  salt is among young 
recommended along with an intake children, 
of  3510 mg of  potassium. A ratio of  adolescent girls Mineral requirements are revised 
1:1 of  the two minerals in mmol and women where intakes are as based on the recent studies on 
from the diet is recommended to low as 50%RDA (NFHS, 2015). intakes through diets and existing 
help prevent NCDs.Increased iron consumption through deficiencies among children (CNNS, 

fortified foods, narrow range of  2019) and adults, their roles in 
RDA and TULs, interactions with physiological functions and the 

factors 
affecting 
their 
bioavaila-
bility.
 

Calcium

Zinc

Phosphorus

Iron

Minerals 
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ConclusionMagnesium 

References 

Indian RDAs at the policy making 
level

Reference values for nutrients are intakes were 
important to assess the intake at revised due to 
individual and population levels. reported 
Assessments of  intakes against the increased 
reference values are instrumental in utilization and 
identifying deficiencies at earlier requirements 
stages. Fortification is an important in growth and maintenance. There is 
tool to combat certain serious dearth of  studies on magnesium 
deficiencies and hence, need requirements among the Indians. 
appropriate reference values for There is lesser possibility of  
adequate additions to foods. TULs magnesium deficiency with normal 
are also important to monitor Indian diets. RDAs for magnesium 
fortifications to avert adverse effects were increased due to its role in the 
due to chronic consumptions.  functioning of  many regulatory 

enzymes involved in energy 
generation from macronutrients. 

Thailand, 21-30 September 1998, Magnesium is also important for 1. CNNS (2019). Ministry of  Health 
Second Edition.neuromuscular and bone matrix and Family Welfare (MoHFW), 
6. National Institutes of  Health development. A bioavailability of  Government of  India, 
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Reference Intakes. 10th ed. Adequate Intakes are provided for 2. Indian Council of  Medical 

trace elements like selenium, copper, Research (ICMR) (2010). Nutrient 
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7. NNMB (2017). Diet and mechanisms like immune system. report of  the expert group of  the 
Nutritional Status of  Urban TULs are provided for calcium, Indian Council of  Medical Research 
Population in India and prevalence magnesium, iron, zinc and iodine. National Institute of  Nutrition 

Hyderabad. of  obesity, hypertension, diabetes 
3. Indian Council of  Medical and hyperlipidemia in urban men 
Research (ICMR) (2020). Nutrient and women- a brief  NNMB urban 
requirements and recommended Recently, FSSAI the apex food nutrition report. NNMB Technical 
dietary allowances for Indians. A regulator, has released a set of  Report No.27. National Nutrition 
report of  the expert group of  the RDAs (adopted from ICMR, 2020), Monitoring Bureau National 
Indian Council of  Medical Research on 2ndAug, 2021, to be used as Institute of  Nutrition (ICMR), 
National Institute of  Nutrition reference for the product Hyderabad.
Hyderabad.formulations and claims 8. World Health Organization 
4. Joint FAO/WHO/UNU (1985). development. This will help the (2006). WHO child growth 
Energy and Protein Requirements. manufacturers to make relevant standards: length/height-for-age, 
Report of  a Joint products with appropriate nutrients weight-for-age, weight-for-length, 
FAO/WHO/UNU Expert levels and specific claims. This in weight-for-height and body mass 
Consultants, WHO Technical turn will encourage and empower index-for-age: methods and 
Report Series 724. the consumers to choose the right development. 
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Covid-19… Still continuing in 21!! owe our safety and healthy lives to 
our warriors.

What started as a new strain of  
virus in a small town in China, Covid-19, which first appeared shock. A frenzy spiralled across due 
changed our life completely. prominently in December 2019, to the uncertainty ahead.
Nobody had imagined a world started rapidly showing signs in 
where wearing a mask, sanitizing various parts of  the world apart The initial days were filled with 
constantly and maintaining distance from China. India saw its first case turmoil and we all faced numerous 
from their loved ones would be an in January 2020, which was the first personal and professional 
integral part of  their lives but here glimpse of  one of  the biggest challenges.
we are, in the post Covid Era, still tragedies we have witnessed.
struggling to keep up with the Transportation and supply chains 
norms of  new normal life. were disrupted massively. Every 

sector was facing an immense 
I would like to begin with offering shortage of  transportation in the 
my deepest condolences to all those country along with manpower 
who have lost their near and dear shortage to keep the supply chains 
ones to this pandemic, and a big up. However, it was commendable 
heartfelt thanks to each and every to see how various essential services 
healthcare worker and the frontline sectors like pharma and excipients 
warriors for not giving up even on manufacturers and distributors and 
the toughest days. We will always other medical supplies, food 

manufacturers and packaging 
industry stood as a strong pillar to 

24th March 2020 is a day no Indian keep the supply chain stable across 
would ever forget. A India.
nationwide lockdown was 
announced by our 
Honourable PM Mr. 
Narendra Modi, which 
sent the entire country in 
a state of  panic and 
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custom data and not the rates 
available on Google, which is 
always different.

  *   Europe has made huge 
investments in China and we have 
experienced that trade is moving to 
European nations from the US. 
With China as the investment   *   Forecasting of  demand and 
destination, opportunities for India supply is becoming increasingly 
may become restricted in the future. challenging as many products have 

Apart from the domestic logistic We need to plan and act seen a sudden spike in growth 
challenges, we were also facing appropriately for India to have a whereas some a complete slump due 
challenges in imports due to many prominent position in world to the demand fluctuations in the 
reasons. The increased military business map. market.
activity of  the Chinese Government 
near its coast caused delay in    *   The pandemic showed us how 
shipments and hence shortage of  important health infrastructure is for 
containers. Ports had limited their any nation. Pharmaceutical and 
operations due to their staff  testing Medical infrastructure is of  
positive and containers were stalled paramount importance and Covid-
in the waters, pending for clearance. 19 was just another assertion of  

what the industry means and why it 
All this was further compounded by needs to be constantly updated in 
the unprecedented surge in demand terms of  technology and resources. 
as importers were now seeking to During the second wave of  Covid-
replenish their inventories, which 19, the health infrastructure of  the 
were fast depleted during the first country crumbled like a house of  
peak of  Covid due to panic buying   *   Freight Costs and the mere cards and the common man was left 
by their customers. The shortage of  availability of  containers have in a helpless and hapless situation. 
containers and poor connectivity become a big challenge because of  
had increased a lot of  pressure on Covid. These challenges are 
our organization too as we heavily unrelenting in the current year 2021-
rely on imports for our 2022; also because of  the added 
Pharmaceutical and Food business. Suez Canal Crisis. In my opinion, 

import export will be hampered for 
The industry saw many the time to come. The shipment 
developments from the time the costs will also continue to be on a 
lockdown started and I would like rising trend.
to sum up a few of  my observations.

  *   Year 2020-21 saw a lot of  panic *   The IT and E-Commerce 
   *   The USD/Euro FOREX has buying which is finally stabilizing, industry has seen tremendous 
been one of  the biggest challenges but this emphasized on the need for growth with the rise in Internet and 
from the beginning of  the Covid-19 better communication between the easy access to the service. Data is 
period. The exchange rates were purchaser and the supplier. A being used extensively in these 
flexible in the past but have been focused and collaborative planning industries unlike ours where goods 
stuck at 74+/90+ respectively from is necessary as we constantly work just move physically. This is 
the last few months. It is very on assumptions. This was evident increasing our challenges and we 
important for all importers and when small companies during Covid need to keep a track on the data to 
purchasers to ensure their customers presumed that excess material analyse exact movement and better 
refer to the exchange rates as per the would be available with the predictions.

distributor or manufacturing units 
but did not consider the fact that 
major industry players plan their 
inventory well in advance. This 
needs to change at both the ends to 
avoid any over/under stocking.
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sowing seeds for our future 
generations.

attracted the highest ever total FDI 
  *   It wasn't only the IT industry of  $81.72 billion in FY 2020-21, 
that adopted the Work from Home despite the disruption caused by 
model but many Food  and pharma Covid-19.The country is progressing 
companies moved towards this and I feel we should not lose out on 
model for certain functions; keeping any opportunity as the doors of  the 
a balance between WFH and country are open.  
Working from the Office. We proved 
this model of  functioning could also   *    When we “Make in India”, 
work out. Indeed, necessity has many companies view it as a 
always been the mother of  compromise in quality which I have 
inventions, but since Covid-19 experienced firsthand. I feel this 
happened, necessity has also perception needs to change in the 
become mother of  alternate industry and it will always be a two 
solutions or Plan B!! way street as the manufacturing 

companies too need to ensure 
quality is maintained at par with 
international standards. We should *   The world is moving towards 
embrace “Vocal for Local” in the technology and it is necessary for us 
true sense and maintain good Indians to adopt technology. India is 
quality standards. currently slow in adopting new 

technology when compared to 
nations like America, Canada or 
Australia. What we need is 
substantial investment in the field of  
technology as it will be a crucial 
part of  our growth story and ensure 

  *   The image of  India has grown we secure a safe spot amidst the 
impressively in the last 5-10 years global tech leaders.
and we have seen foreign nations 
respecting our values and culture We, as an industry and as a nation, 
more than ever before. I have myself  are definitely progressing. The 
experienced this during multiple Pharma and Food industry have 
global exhibitions and conferences   *   India is a booming country, great potential and are very crucial 
and I believe it is our responsibility which has seen a huge flow of  FDI for the nation. Our position as #1 
to maintain the image of  our in the country. It had attracted a vaccine maker in the world is a 
country at any international total FDI inflow of  $6.24 billion in matter of  pride for each Indian. We 
platform. We as responsible Indians April, up by 38 per cent year-on- need to tap more and more of  the 
are the face of  our nation and we year, according to data released by opportunities lying within our 
should represent the best possible the Department for Promotion of  people and resources, and this will 
image of  it. With this, not only are Industry and Internal Trade surely take us a long way!!
we making way for ourselves but (DPIIT). The country in fact 
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The purpose of a standard is to be so close to the standard. 
freeze product value by name, Conditional licensing is about 
composition, and finding whether a product, 
specification. They are vertical irrespective of its value 
because they are deliberately additions, lies within the ‘no 
set to be narrow and confined, fly zone’ of the standard food. 
to preserve a stated identity. If Proximity to standards is a new 
a marketable product concept emerging in Indian 
accurately fits the identity, food regulations. 
composition, and 
specifications of a standard 
(e.g., coffee or vegetable oil) 
it would lock itself into the 
standard. Where identities are 
not fixed and scope for value 
addition exists, freedom to 
provide different product 
values should be the norm not 
the exception. 

Current thinking on conditional 
licensing however goes even 
further. It suggests that any 
product found within the 
casting shadow of a standard 
food, is deemed to be 
defecting or why else would it 

instance he is instructed to search 
for the “nearest vertical 
standardized food” (SF), listed 
under the same category/sub-
category, which let us say is Pizza 
cheese (moisture content 54% max; 
milk fat 35 % min.). 

If  Mozzarella cheese produced has a 
moisture content of  60% max. and 
35% minimum milk fat, would a 

Proprietary foods are now subject to predisposed mindset imply that the 
conditional licensing, by the Central “composition is diluted/diverted” to 
Licensing Authority (CL) at the avoid compliance with the “strict 
final point of  product entry to vertical specification” of  54% 
market using vague and moisture. If  so Mozzarella cheese 
questionable criteria. How are the with 60% moisture cannot be 
criteria going to be applied? considered “value added”. It may be 
Assuming for a moment that worthwhile knowing that several 
“Mozzarella cheese”, is not cheeses like Parmesan, Cheddar and 
standardized but an innovatively of  course the stringy Mozzarella are 
inclined FBO applies for it under used singly or in blends in pizza 
Proprietary Food (PF). The toppings. Ironically, conditional 
licensing portal apparently directs licensing “intended to place a bar on 
the application to the CLA for entry of  such products into the 
scrutiny under ‘conditional license’. market” would have prevented it, 
In such a case, how would the CLA reminiscent of  product approval. 
dispense with the application by Yet, today both have standards, so 
setting up necessary conditions, if  it how did it get there?
is not to be rejected. In the first 
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hydrogenated vegetable 
oil (e.g., margarine 
substituting butter), 
would it be recognized 
as value addition. 

And despite its laudable 
intent, substantial 

The CLA unenviably, is also technology investments 
expected to “allow entry of  value- and informative 
added food products”, which “could labelling, would not the product standard (e.g., coffee or vegetable 
not fit” the description of  a with the same purpose of  use or oil) it would lock itself  into the 
standardized product” or an consumption of  “buttering” bread, standard. 
“altogether different” product. One be considered a “mimic” of  an 
way out would be to give the existing product standard? Vegetable Where identities are not fixed and 
product a different name, fat spreads were available in the scope for value addition exists, 
Mozzarella is different from “Pizza” market as PFs for several years, freedom to provide different product 
which has a standard. competing with butter (SF), until its values should be the norm not the 

standards were notified in 1994. exception. Current thinking on 
Now the next question coming up is conditional licensing however goes 
whether Mozzarella cheese “could The erstwhile PFA, apparently was even further. It suggests that any 
not fit” the standards of  Pizza more encouraging of  product product found within the casting 
cheese and is therefore an innovation and did not interfere shadow of  a standard food, is 
“altogether different” product. But through premarket restrictions deemed to be defecting or why else 
here’s the catch, if  both say cheese despite knowing fully well it was would it be so close to the standard. 
on the label, it cannot be an one of  many substitutes not Conditional licensing is about 
“altogether different” product and “mimics” for spreads. If  the product finding whether a product, 
would not pass the penetrating irrespective of  its value 
and disapproving gaze of  the additions, lies within the ‘no 
CLA. fly zone’ of  the standard food. 

Proximity to standards is a 
The CLA has the option to new concept emerging in 
accept the product for licensing Indian food regulations.
under PF with or without 
conditions attached or reject it. 
Rejection would mean the Even earlier product 
product can only enter the market as is for the same purpose of  use, developers were wary of  standards 
a standard food. Decisions of  the should it not be expected to “mimic’ being imposed beyond their legal 
CLA are very likely to evoke the sensorial properties of  the remit. Take for example if  a range 
confusion and protestations of  the original product; how else will the of  fruit and vegetable chutneys a 
elusive promise of  ease of  doing consumer know its consumption popular accompaniment in Indian 
business. occasion or application. cuisines, are to be developed. The 

PFA had a standard “Fruit 
Assuming once again, a more The purpose of  a standard is to Chutney” (16.11) in 1956, and 
serious and technology inclined freeze product value by name, thereafter adopted another Codex 
FBO discovers a healthier composition, and specification. standard under
alternative of  “buttering bread’ by They are vertical because they are “Mango Chutney (A.16.26), for 
replacing milk fat with a deliberately set to be unknown reasons apart from mango 

narrow and being fruit; vegetables were not 
confined, to included. 
preserve a stated 
identity. If  a 
marketable product 
accurately fits the 
identity, 
composition, and 
specifications of  a 
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So, if  you did attempt to make a and tastes, the need for 
tamarind or tomato chutney, you sheltering under proprietary 
would have to find shelter under food would disappear. Now 
proprietary foods. However, there’s there are two standards 
another obstacle, product developers “Fruit and Vegetable 
will find to their dismay during Chutney” (2.3.41) and 
development. “Mango Chutney (2.3.42), 

and spicy tomato requires 
25% TSS. 

consumers constantly seeking value 
In what context or manner, was whenever offered, e.g., packaging 
excluding vegetables and less sugar conveniences, additional 
an indication of  ‘stringent enrichments (vitamin, minerals, 
provisions under the standardized fibre etc.), sensory (taste, colour, 
food products category” or even flavour), health promotive (low fat, 
“stringent vertical standards”? The sugar, or GI), healthier alternatives 
standard in fact was deficient, of  a “standardized food” e.g., 
defective, and unreflective of  margarine, low fat spreads or low 
existing culinary practices of  the sugar jams, skim milk. These 

Under both standards, essential fruit country. And how many years since products succeeded over entrenched 
content required is 40% (min.) and 1956 did it take to attend to it. standardized foods, e.g., butter, jam, 
total soluble solids (TSS), 50% and milk, on values appreciated by 
(min.) In the late 1990’s, a spicy and the consumer.
tangy tomato chutney requiring less 
sugar (TSS 25%) in the recipe was Standardization is the severest form 
developed, but the risk of  being in of  a regulatory measure and using it 
violation of  the standard raised for easier laboratory analysis rather 
anxious moments for product than fostering sector growth and 
developers. consumer choice, speaks of  an 

impending restrictive regime. 
Under an unresponsive and slow Lucrative markets attract 
process, food businesses are unscrupulous entrants and where 
extremely reluctant to approach the such failures or fraudulent practices 
regulator for suitable amendments. Food products are developed every occur the regulator must intervene 
Under conditional licensing spicy day, informally in household to correct the market and weed out 
tomato chutney with 25% TSS kitchens and formally by corporate fake players. 
would be “circumventing the R&D’s, not in boardrooms or 
stringent provisions under the formal gatherings. Businesses use all The Act rightly mandated that 
standardized product category, by the culinary art and expertise at proprietary foods are foods for 
taking a license under Proprietary their disposal to make a marketable which standards have not been 
Foods”. product only to please and pamper specified but is not unsafe, it did not 

consumers and no one else. say that if  the food lies within the 
If  standards were set realistically to vicinity of  a standard, it should be 
accommodate a variety of  flavors Food innovations stem from standardized.
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The joints are the connections 
between the strong, rigid 
bones that help us move (or 
stay put) and perform our day-
to-day activities. Healthy 
joints are as important as 
healthy bones to sustain the 
much talked ‘Atmanirbharta’ 
or self-sufficiency at any age, 
especially when it comes to 
performing personal tasks.

Essential nutrients for healthy 
bones and 
joints:

calcium is present in the bones. The 
adult daily requirement of  calcium 
is 1200 mg per day. Calcium, along 
with phosphorous makes the 
mineral component of  the bones 
that provides it the strength to carry 
your body weight while you sit, 
sleep, walk and run. It is also an 
important component of  the protein-rich foods like dairy, meat, 
synovial fluid that lubricates some fish, and pulses, and legumes are 
joints like the knee and elbow joint. rich sources of  phosphorous. The 
Calcium deficiency can lead to daily adult requirement of  
brittle bone (osteoporosis) or phosphorous is 600 mg per day.
insufficient lubrication around the Not all joints are movable and for a 
synovial joint causing increasedgood reason. The joints between the 

Regular wear and tear of  the bones. It is thus fourteen or so flat bones that protect 
bone and important to keep in mind that our the brain are immovable in an adult. 
cartilage body cannot prepare calcium on its Other joints like the ones between 
metabolism own and thus adequate calcium the vertebrae and the ribs are 
depend on intake is necessary. What makes partially movable to help you move 
vitamin D. adequate oral intake of  calcium or breathe without disturbing the 
It has known to have a direct effect even more important is that the vital organs encapsulated in the 
on the synthesis of  protein that body uses bone calcium for other bony structures. The movable joints 
makes up the bones and cartilages. functions like muscle contraction include the knee, elbow, hip, neck, 
Unfortunately, hardly any food and sending nerve impulses in case wrist, etc. The bones of  various 
sources provide us with vitamin D. of  low blood levels. This deprives joints are connected by fibrous 
We need to depend onthe bones and joints of  the essential tissue or cartilage and may be 
sun exposure to synthesize it in our strength imparting nutrients, making lubricated by a special fluid called 
skin or on nutritional supplements.them brittle.the synovial fluid. The fibrous tissue 

includes tendons and ligaments 
Some foods that are rich in calcium among other supportive structures. 

They are include sesame seeds, figs, dairy The health of  each of  these 
the building products, bony fish,components, including the bones 
blocks of  and green leafy vegetables.that make the joint, is essential for 
our body. painless full range movement 

 Amino around every joint.
acids, It is the 
especially second most 
those containing sulphur of  great important 
importance for the regular synthesis mineral for 
of  connective tissues and the bone and joint 99% 
lubricating synovial fluid. health. Most of  the bodily 

Calcium: 

Protein: 

Phosphorous:

Vitamin D: 
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Regular intake of  pulses, legumes, On the other hand, vitamin D beyond 
low-fat dairy, nuts, eggs, meat, and deficiency causes osteomalacia or their 
fish can help one maintain good soft bones in adults and rickets muscle 
joint health and effectively repair (bow-shaped legs) in children. capacity 
any joint injury. and 

 The wear and tear caused to without 
 the joints as a result of  aging causes a correct form (posture).

joint disorders like osteoarthritis. The synthesis 
Menopausal women have a higher of  collagen, Other causes of  joint disorders 
risk for osteoporosis due to calcium an important include infection, autoimmune 
deficiency protein conditions (rheumatoid arthritis), 
caused by component of  genetic factors, congenital 
hormonal the cartilage abnormalities, endocrine 
changes, that connects the bones to form a insufficiencies, secondary disorders, 
namely joint requires adequate intake of  etc.
lower vitamin C. Vitamin C is also an 
estrogen effective antioxidant. It thus resolves 
levels. The and even prevents the inflammation 

The management of  bone and joint elderly in the joints that may lead to joint 
disorders includes pharmacological population may also be at risk for pain and other joint disorders like 
treatment, nutrition therapy, osteoporosis due to poor dietary Arthritis. Other antioxidants like
physiotherapy, and surgery. intake and impaired absorption of  vitamin E, A, and zinc play a role in 
Physiotherapy includes exercises calcium, and an increasingly maintaining and improving joint 
that improve joint mobility, reduce sedentary lifestyle.health through similar mechanisms.
pain and strengthen the bones and 

Joint pain may also be a muscles around the joint.
result of  the accumulation of  Pharmacotherapy aims at treating 

Weighing more than the compounds, waste, or excess the cause of  the joint disorder, like 
healthy nutrients. Gout, a joint disease infection, hormonal imbalance, 
weight puts characterized by swelling and pain toxicity, etc wherever possible, along 
a greater in the joints is a result of with management of  symptoms like 
load on the the accumulation of  uric acid (a pain and swelling with painkillers 
bones and waste product) in the joints is one and anti-inflammatory drugs.
joints. This such example. Similarly, excess 
causes intake of  nutrients like calcium and Nutrition therapy aims at correcting 
greater phosphorous, especially as nutritional deficiencies with food 
mechanical stress, leading to higher supplements may cause and supplements (wherever 
wear and tear. Obesity is an accumulation in the joints leading to required). It also aims at managing 
inflammatory state. The joints are pain. pain and inflammation with foods 
also affected by the raised levels of  containing active compounds that 

 Some inflammatory substances in the have therapeutic effects. A 
professions like athletics may cause body. This affects cartilage wholesome diet may also aid the 
overuse of  some joints. This causes metabolism and turnover. Thus efficacy of  pharmacological 
increased wear and tear leading to obesity increases the risk and treatment and improve the overall 
inflammation, pain, and even severity of  bone and joint disorders. quality of  life.
immobility. Tennis elbow, as the 

 Calcium, name suggests is a common 
phosphorous, vitamin D, and phenomenon in sports persons (and 

vitamin C are even common persons) who  It is rich in a class of  
essential overwork the elbow joint, including polyphenols called catechins. 
nutrients for tennis players. Joint injury is also Studies have shown that catechins 
bone and joint common in prevent 
health. The professional cartilage 
deficiency of  weight lifters degeneration 
calcium causes as well as gym and protect the 
osteoporosis enthusiasts joints against 
which leads to who lift oxidative 
brittle bones. weights damage.

Vitamin C:

Toxicity: 

Green tea:

Management of bone and joint 
disorders:

What are the causes of bone and 
joint disorders?

Some therapeutic functional foods 
include:

Obesity: 

Overuse and injury:

Nutrient deficiencies:

Aging:
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Strawberries and Pomegranate: foods like green tea, amla, fish oil, 2017) was stopped early because 
These fruits contain a compound dark chocolate, and cruciferous those taking the supplement 
called ellagitannin which shows vegetables like cabbage, cauliflower, reported worse symptoms than 
pain-killer-like properties. It reduces and broccoli. those taking a placebo. On the other 
the production of  inflammatory hand, a study conducted in Japan 
substances especially in arthritis  Though this is not suggested that consumption of  N-
caused by joint degeneration and commonly acetyl glucosamine and chondroitin 
inflammation. Regular intake of  used, it is sulfate for 12 weeks or longer has a 
strawberries and pomegranate known to be positive effect on self-reported knee 
(fresh or in the form of  extracts) rich in function and household physical 
may effectively manage pain in Glucosamine, activity in middle-aged and older 
many joint disorders, without the chondroitin, Japanese adults with knee pain 
need for pain killer drugs. and amino and/or stiffness. 

acids. These 
 It is three Typically, the dosage ranges from 

another dietary supplement compounds aid 1000-1500mg per day. Reduction in 
prescribed to manage the cartilage repair joint pain is an important marker of  
symptoms of  pain and improve and prevent further degeneration. the efficacy of  these supplements. 
quality of  life by preventing further Bone broth is also available in the 
joint degeneration. form of  capsules and is prescribed The supplementation may be 

to manage pain and improve quality stopped if  no change is observed in 
 It of  life in joint disorder patients. some patients after about two 

contains two months of  use. Medical supervision 
types of  is important while taking 
omega 3 fatty glucosamine and chondroitin Glucosamine and chondroitin 
acids, namely supplements especially to prevent supplements are commonly 
EPA and overdosage, related side effects, and prescribed to individuals living with 
DHA. These interaction with other drugs.osteoarthritis or experiencing joint 
are known to reduce inflammation pain due to other reasons. They may 
and modulate the autoimmune It is the be prescribed in a combination, or 
responses in the body. It is also rich active compound even individually (glucosamine and
in other antioxidant nutrients found in our very chondroitin sulphate). 
including vitamin A, E, and D. Flax own turmeric. 
seeds and walnuts are some Studies have shown Glucosamine is naturally present in 
vegetarian sources of  omega 3, that curcumin our body and is responsible for 
which may aid joint health. supplementation building and repairing cartilages. 

reduced pain with 
It is not an action similar to Chondroitin is also an essential 

only rich in nonsteroidal component of  the cartilage and is 
vitamin C, which antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) responsible for imparting the 
aids in collagen without the side effects related to flexibility to the cartilage, which is 
synthesis but is a NSAIDs, especially in osteoarthritis. required for painless mobility of  
good source of  ½ tsp or 1 g of  pure turmeric joints.
cholesterol and powder contains about 30mg of  
inflammation-reducing compounds. curcumin.These supplements aid the 
According to Ayurved, amla management of  osteoarthritis by 
balances the doshas (Vata, Pitta, and According reducing inflammation of  the joints 
Kapha) and reduces Vata that causes to Ayurved, ghee and the degeneration of  the joint 
joint pain and degeneration. has lubricating cartilage as a result of  wear and tear, 

properties. Thus inflammation, or infection. Various 
 It is rich in allicin which is regular studies have been conducted on the 

an antioxidant consumption of  therapeutic effects of  glucosamine 
and aids joint ghee is known to and chondroitin. 
health and improve mobility 
reduces pain and reduce stiffness by lubricating Some studies support the use of  
and joints. Other healthy fats like sesame glucosamine and chondroitin, while 
inflammation seeds and other nuts and oilseeds some studies show no beneficial 
like other anti- also exhibit similar properties.effects of  these dietary supplements. 
inflammatory A study by (Roman-Blas et al., 

Methylsulfonylmethane:

Garlic:

Bone broth:

Fish Oil:

Ghee: 

Amla: 

Glucosamine and Chondroitin: 

Curcumin: 
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Apart from these, Boswellia, length about the benefits 
tamarind seed, and various of  certain nutrients and a 
traditional herbs may also be wholesome diet in 
prescribed as adjunct therapy for maintaining joint health. 
joint disorders. A balanced, But nutrient deficiencies 
wholesome diet along with regular are common irrespective 
exercise (especially resistance of  the age group. 
exercise) is important to maintain Calcium and vitamin D 
bone and joint health. As one ages, are two such nutrients 
the risk for joint and bone disorders that are essential for bone and joint Symptoms of  Joint Arthritis: A 
increases, mainly as a result of  health but are commonly found to Systematic Review and Meta-
degeneration. Thus a healthy be deficient. Regular assessment and Analysis of  Randomized Clinical 
lifestyle from a young age greatly supplementation (wherever Trials. Journal of  medicinal food, 
reduces this risk and may ensure a necessary) are thus recommended. 19(8), 717–729.
better quality of  life.

 As was 
previously mentioned, being 
overweight or obese poses a greater 5. Holly L. Thacker, MD. 8 
risk for joint and bone diseases. Supplements That Can Help Joint 

 Weight management not only Pain. Speaking of  Women’s Health, 
Regular reduces the load on the weight- September 27, 2018. 
movement bearing joints like knees and hip 
helps to joint but also reduces inflammation 
maintain in the body and improves metabolic .
flexibility health.
and mobility 6. Roman-Blas, J. A., Castañeda, S., 
of  the joints. It also ensures effective Sánchez-Pernaute, O., Largo, R.,  
turnover of  the joint tissues and Herrero-Beaumont, G., Blanco, F. Smoking is 
synovial fluid for the repair of  wear J., Gómez, R. B., Burlato, M. C., known to greatly 
and tear. When it comes to joints, González, C. G., Vázquez, J. L. G., increase the risk 
bones, and muscles, we need to Martín- Mola, E., Brancós, A. I. for osteoporosis 
remember- ‘Use it or lose it’ M., Navarro Blasco, F. J., Román and bone fractures. It also increases 

Ivorra, J. A., & Rosas Gómez dethe risk of  inflammation of  the 
Salazar, J. C. (2017). Combined joints. Thus ditching the cigarette is 
Treatment With Chondroitin Sulfate  Be good for the joints.
and Glucosamine Sulfate Shows No it while 
Superiority Over Placebo for sitting, 

1. Clark, K. L. (2007). Nutritional Reduction of  Joint Pain and walking, or 
Considerations in Joint Health. Functional Impairment in Patients exercising, a 
Clinics in Sports Medicine, 26(1), With Knee Osteoarthritis: A Six-correct 
101–118. Month Multicenter, Randomized, posture is 
doi:10.1016/j.csm.2006.11.006 Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled important to prevent injury and 

Clinical Trial. Arthritis and excess wear and tear of  joints, 
2. Kostoglou-Athanassiou, I., Rheumatology, 69(1), 77–85. bones, and muscles. It is thus very 
Athanassiou, L., & Athanassiou, P. important to exercise with adequate 
(2020). The Effect of  Omega-3 Fatty training or under the supervision of  
Acids on Rheumatoid Arthritis. 7. Tsuji T, Yoon J, Kitano N, Okura a certified physical trainer.
Mediterranean journal of T, Tanaka K. Effects of  N-acetyl 
rheumatology, 31(2), 190-194. glucosamine and chondroitin sulfate  High impact 

supplementation on knee pain and exercises include running, jogging, 
self-reported knee function in skipping, etc. These cause a greater 
middle-aged and older Japanese shock to the joints than other 

3. adults: a randomized, double-blind, exercises and should be avoided 
placebo-controlled trial. Aging especially when the correct surface 
ClinExp Res. 2016 Apr;28(2):197-or gear is not available.

4. Daily, J. W., Yang, M., & 205. doi: 10.1007/s40520-015-0412-
Park, S. (2016). Efficacy of  6. Epub We 
Turmeric Extracts and 2015 Jul 16. PMID: 26178634.have already 
Curcumin for Alleviating the talked at 

Some tips to maintain the health 
of your joints and bones

References:

Lower the impact:

Lose the extra kilos:

Physical 
activity:

Nutrition:

https://doi.org/10.1089/jmf.2016.3
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https://speakingofwomenshealth.co
m/column/what-can-i-do-for-
myjoint-pain

Form and 
posture:

https://doi.org/10.1002/art.39819

https://doi.org/10.31138/mjr.31.2.
190

https://www.caryortho.com/10-
foods-that-help-reduce-joint-pain/

Avoid smoking:
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Protein Food -and Nutrition 
Association of India (PFNDAI) 
conducted a webinar on the topic 
“Emerging Trends and Innovations 
in Protein” under the Nutrition 
Awareness Activity with the 
Department of Foods, Nutrition, 
and Dietetics, College of Home 
Science Nirmala Niketan 30th 
September 2021. This webinar 
was sponsored by Marico, Amway, 
Roquette, and Samyog Foods. Gift 
hampers for all the winners, 
judges and speakers were 
sponsored by Plant Power.

Ms. Swechha Soni, Manager- Food 
& Nutrition, PFNDAI

Dr. KSMS Raghavarao, Professor 
of Chemical Engg, IIT, Tirupati, 
Ex-Director, CFTRI

Dr. Minelley Rodrigues, Asst Prof, 
Dept. of Foods, Nutrition & 
Dietetics, College of Home 
Science, Nirmala Niketan

Dr. Geeta Ibrahim

delivered the inaugural address. She 
briefly explained how the 
population is increasing and so is 
the demand for a nutrient-rich diet. 

So, to fulfil this requirement 
economically and environmentally 
viable options like using plant-based 
proteins instead of  animal-based 
proteins need to be explored. 

, gave brief  
information about the nutrition 
awareness activity. Ms. Dolly Soni, 
Executive – Marketing & Digital, 
PFNDAI, introduced all the 
speakers before the respective 
presentations. The objective of  the 
webinar was to enlighten all the 
participants about the recent trends 
and innovations in the protein 
sector. For achieving this, experts 
from the field were invited. 

, gave opening 
remarks. He emphasized the fact 
that protein deficiency is very high 
in the world. Thus, to overcome this 
protein deficiency various sources  gave a 
should be included in the diet. Other brief  introduction to the webinar. 
than the animal-based protein The welcome address was delivered 
sources, plant-based protein sources by Dr. J. S. Pai, Executive Director, 
can be used as they are easily PFNDAI extended the welcome to 

accessible. all speakers and other 
panellists and 

He also explained the participants.
newer protein sources like 
quinoa, hemp seeds, , 
coconut, jackfruit that are Principal, College of  
gaining popularity.Home Science, 

Nirmala Niketan, 

Ms Prerana Patil,Ms Prerana Patil,
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Each speaker addressed a different important points as follows sunflower seeds, almond, canola), 
aspect of  the new trends in the • When analyzed globally the cereals (wheat, oat, corn, quinoa, 
protein industry. The webinar protein consumption from animal rice, sorghum), and vegetables 
proceeded as follows- sources has increased over the years. (broccoli, potato, artichokes).

With the rapidly increasing • Algae, seaweeds, and aquatic 
population, the consumption of  plants like spirulina, duckweed, and 
protein will also increase. So to keep dulse seaweed can be used as the 
up with the protein demand shifting source of  plant-based proteins.
from animal sources to plant-based • Combining two proteins can result 
protein sources can be economically in a synergistic effect. This can help 
and environmentally beneficial. in achieving a cost-effective product 
• About 70% of  Indians are non- with good protein quantity and 
vegetarians. Yet we are protein quality, nutritional profile, improved 
deficient. texture, and aroma.  
• In the case of  the Indian market, Ms. Nitika concluded her 
the Indian meat industry is at 40 presentation by mentioning that, 
billion USD. Diverting only 10% of  “the right plant-based foods can be 
flexitarians, millenials towards the an excellent source of  protein and 
plant-based proteins can provide other nutrients”.
greater opportunities in upcoming 

She highlighted the years for plant-based products in the 
following points in her presentation- market.
• The deficiency of  macronutrients 
like protein is not much talked He concluded his presentation by 
about..Irrespective of  the location pointing out the fact that with the 
(rural or urban) about 80% of  the right amount of  awareness, plant-
Indians are protein deficient. based meat alternatives can have a 
• Protein plays many important huge scope in the Indian market.
roles as enzymes, hormones, 
antibodies, and signalling molecules. 
Amino acids being the building 
blocks of  protein help the body’s 
defence mechanism in fighting an 

 The last speaker of  the infection or illness.
webinar was Mr. Devendra who • Animal proteins have been 
enlightened the participants dominant over plant proteins for a 
regarding the protein fortification of  long time. But a paradigm shift is 
food products. Here are some of  the observed in the research which 
highlights from his presentation-indicates that plant protein can be 
• Indians eat too much advantageous over animal protein.
carbohydrates and fats as compared • Proteins are required during 
to protein, which results in protein convalescence for faster recovery  
deficiency. Protein fortification of  and help in filling up the nutritional Talking on various plant protein 
food products can help in providing gap resulted from the illness. sources, she covered the following
the required amount of  proteins. • Plant-based proteins can be 
• PEM (Protein-Energy Dr. Palani concluded her categorized into different categories 
Malnutrition) is a problem in India. presentation with a summary and like legumes/ pulses (soy, pea, 
India has the highest number of  highlighting that people are focusing chickpea, fava bean, lentil, mung 
children with PEM in the world. on wellbeing with the help of  bean), nuts/oilseeds (peanut, 
India has 46.6 million malnourished nutrition and a healthy lifestyle 
children, about 1/3 of  the total in rather than treatment.
world. 
• Protein fortification can help in 
addressing these issues. 

Mr. Devendra concluded his 
He enlightened the presentation by providing some 

participants about the meat information about the available 
alternatives with some protein-rich products in the market.

1. Proteins for immunity and 
recovery- by Dr. Palaniyamma 
DuraiRaj, Senior Manager, 
Clinical Affairs & Nutrition, 
Amway: 

4. Protein Fortification of Food 
Products- by Mr. Devendra 
Chawla, Founder- Samyog Health 
Foods:

3. Proteins from Different Plant 
Sources: by Ms. Nitika Vig, 
Nutrition Manager, Marico.

2. Meat Alternatives: Scope & 
Viability in India- by Mr. 
Rohit Salgaonkar, Team 
Leader- Technical services, 
Roquette: 

Report of Webinar on
“Emerging Trends and Innovations in Protein”
Report of Webinar on
“Emerging Trends and Innovations in Protein”
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Pranami Singha (HR & Regulatory 
Manager, Ichess).The results were as 
follows-
1. Anshika Agarwal (Protein for 
everyone)
2. Tanvi Patankar (Adding protein 
to the diet in changing scenario)
3. Ashandeep Kaur (Alternative 
proteins)

The judges for the recipe After all the presentations, The webinar concluded with the 
competition were Ms. vote of  thanks 
Kajal Bhatia (Founder by 
and CEO, Plant Power) 

 declared the results of  the and Ms. Zamurudd Patel 
recipe and poster competitions (Chief  dietician, Global 
conducted under the nutrition Hospital, Mumbai). The 
awareness activity. results were as follows-
 1. Vidhi Prabhu 

(Protilicious Ramen)
2. Radhika Mishra (Chia The judges for the poster 
Banana Pancakes)competition were Ms. Jayashree 
3. Dolly Prakash Jain Paranjape (Sr. Registered. Dietitian 
(Haryali Burger)at BYL Nair Hospital) and Ms. 

Ms. 
Vibha Hasija, HOD, Department 

Ms. of Foods, Nutrition & Dietetics, 
Jacqueline College of Home Science Nirmala 
Colaco, Niketan
Associate 
Professor, 
Dept. of Foods, 
Nutrition & 
Dietetics, 
College of 
Home Science 
Nirmala 
Niketan. 

B) Innovative Protein-Rich Recipe-

A) Poster competition-

Report of Webinar on
“Emerging Trends and Innovations in Protein”

Report of Webinar on
“Emerging Trends and Innovations in Protein”
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Dear Readers  

Please find below 
FSSAI Final Notification 
notifications, 
advisories, orders, etc since 
the last round up. In a very 
pleasant surprising move, 
FSSAI has put it on their 
website the minutes of the 
meeting of stakeholders held 
to discuss the front of the pack 
(FOP) labelling of certain 
nutrients of concern. 

Deadline for compliance with 
the Labelling and Display 
Regulation, 2020 has been 
extended to 01 July 2022. 
Minutes of  the meeting of  
stakeholders that discussed the 
FOP labelling has been 
published. 

It is now permitted to 
add 1 RDA of  vitamins and 
minerals to standard foods where 

the addition of  
these has not been 
explicitly 
permitted.

• Broadly two must comply with the 
categories may be specifications described.  
considered for 
setting threshold 
levels.  

• The style, colour coding etc to 
be decided 
• Industry body has been 
requested to suggest serving sizes 
for different foods and food 
categories. 

The minutes of  the meeting gives 
us a broad idea about the shape 
of  things to come. As the saying 
goes, the devil is in the details. 
As implementation dates are not 
clear, it may be advisable to 
come out with the final FOP 
labelling before the Labelling 
and Display Regulation is 
enforced (01 July 2022) 
Another enabling direction from 
FSSAI. 

The salient points are as follows. 
• Energy, Total sugars, Saturated 
Fat, Sodium to be 
declared on the 
FOP

 It is to • Nutrients of  
be noted that the concern shall be 
standard food expressed per 100 g 

A corrigendum to Health 
Supplement final notification 
issued on 06 September 2021. 
A final notification 
amending the 
Organic Food 
regulation. The 
amendments 
exempts 
Aggregators or 
Intermediaries who 
collect organic food 
from small original 
producer or 
producer 
organization and 
sell it to the end consumer 
directly, are exempted from 
obtaining organic certification. 
However, such aggregators 
cannot use the FSSAI organic 
logo. As there is no marker for 
identifying organic foods, such 
exemptions especially to 
intermediaries is fraught with 
dangers. 

By  By  

Dr. N. Ramasubramanian,
Director, VR FoodTech,

n.ram@vrfoodtech.com 

Dr. N. Ramasubramanian,
Director, VR FoodTech,

 n.ram@vrfoodtech.com

mailto:n.ram@vrfoodtech.com
https://fssai.gov.in/upload/advisories/2021/10/6172a5cb99240Direction_Extend_TimeLine_Compliance_22_10_2021.pdf
https://fssai.gov.in/upload/advisories/2021/10/6172a5a3e7786Direction_Addition_Vitamins_Minerals_22_10_2021.pdf
https://fssai.gov.in/upload/advisories/2021/10/617ba7ee1892cLetter_Minutes_FOPL_29_10_2021.pdf
https://fssai.gov.in/upload/notifications/2021/10/616ffae29f9c5Gazette_Notification_Organic_Food_Amentment_20_10_2021.pdf
https://fssai.gov.in/upload/notifications/2021/10/616ffae29f9c5Gazette_Notification_Organic_Food_Amentment_20_10_2021.pdf
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Draft Notification

Orders, Notices and 
A draft notification suggesting Directions.
amendments 
in Food FSSAI has provided 
Products directionan opportunity to 
Standards and renew the FSSAI 
Food license after its expiry.
Additives, 
Regulation, Draft standard for Desiccated 
2011. Coconut has been 

operationalized 
with immediate 
effect. 

FSSAI vide its 
direction has 
requested the FSSAI has 
FBOs to dispose proposed a 
off  recalled or framework to 
other products prevent, manage 
unfit for human or respond to 
consumption, food safety 

through authorized waste emergencies
management agencies, in 
accordance with the guidelines 
issued by Central or State 
pollution control boards. 

• Standards for Basmati rice 

• Extenders and binders in meat 
products have been defined. 

• Standards for fresh eggs

• Limits of  formaldehyde in 
marine and fresh water wishes. drinking water as “Non 

Alcoholic Beverages” and thus 
circumventing the requirement 
of  BIS certification for packaged 
drinking water. This loophole 
has now been plugged by a 

 which requires that the 
product shall contain certain 
essential ingredients.   

This provision is 
applicable to licenses 

 A few whic
of  the salient 
proposals are h have expired 
listed below in the last 180 

days and not 
• The fat content of  the double renewed. 
toned milk to be reduced from 
1.5 to 1.3 %

• The sub regulation on Infant 
Nutrition (2.1.19) to be omitted 
as a separate regulation on infant 
nutrition is in force.

  
• Acidity in Lemon juice to be 
reduced from 5 to 3.5% ( This As per FSSAI notification dated 
one is already operationalized) 26 October 2021, many FBOs 

were found to categorize packed 

Regulatory Round UpRegulatory Round Up

https://fssai.gov.in/upload/uploadfiles/files/Draft_Notification_FPS_FA_20_10_2021.pdf
https://fssai.gov.in/upload/advisories/2021/10/6177ebdb6d980Direction_Food_Bourne_Illness_26_10_2021.pdf
https://fssai.gov.in/upload/advisories/2021/10/615ad266579f3Advisory_Disposal_Food_04_10_2021.pdf
https://fssai.gov.in/upload/advisories/2021/10/6166bf2520524Office_Order_Operationalization_Coconut_13_10_2021.pdf
https://fssai.gov.in/upload/advisories/2021/10/617bd59fbcaedOrder_License_Expiry_date_29_10_2021.pdf
https://fssai.gov.in/upload/advisories/2021/10/6177f0eee7bcfClarification_Non_Alcoholic_Beverages_26_10_2021.pdf
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Large genetic analysis 
identifies numerous gene 
variants linked with 
differences in food intake

Therefore, genetic variation in these insights, Merino and his colleagues 
signals can lead to extreme hunger conducted a genetic analysis and 
and obesity. examined the food consumption of  

282,271 participants of  European 
"People with obesity and diabetes ancestry from the UK Biobank and 

Science Daily August 24, 2021 are often stigmatized for making the Cohorts for Heart and Aging 
unhealthy food choices. While food Research in Genomic Epidemiology 
intake is shaped by many factors (CHARGE) Consortium. The study 
including social, demographic, is the largest to date to examine 
religious, or political forces, genetic factors 
previous studies have shown that related to food 
inherited individual differences intake.
contribute to what, when, why, or 
how much we eat," says co-lead The team 
author Jordi Merino, PhD, a identified 26 
research associate at the Diabetes genetic 
Unit and Center for Genomic regions 
Medicine at MGH and an instructor associated 
in medicine at Harvard Medical with increased 
School. "These early studies are preference for 
starting to identify brain regions and foods 

The brain is influenced by various molecular processes that influence containing more fat, protein, or 
signals to affect food intake, but carbohydrate, and these regions 
people's eating there has been were enriched for genes expressed in 
behaviours and limited research the brain. "Downstream 
regulate their in humans to computational analyses highlighted 
bodies' energy identify specific subtypes of  specialized 
balance, for molecular neurons distributed across the 
example by signatures central nervous system that are 
changing appetite underlying responsive to protein, fat, or 
and energy variable carbohydrate, and when activated 
expenditure in susceptibility to may explain why people are more 
response to blood food choice likely to prefer foods or meals with 
levels of  key behaviour." higher amount of  fat, protein, or 
metabolic carbohydrate," says Merino.
hormones and To provide 
nutrients. 

A team of researchers at 
Massachusetts General Hospital 
(MGH), Boston University School 
of Public Health (BUSPH), and 
other institutions have identified 
more than two dozen genetic 
regions that may affect 
individuals' food intake. The 
investigators hope that the 
discovery, which is described in 
Nature Human Behaviour, will 
point to new treatment strategies 
to curb the obesity epidemic. 
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Research in Health & NutritionResearch in Health & Nutrition

variety of  health benefits to the 
body. Flavonoids are broken down 
by the body's gut microbiome -- the 
bacteria found in the digestive tract. 
Recent studies found a link between 
gut microbiota, the microorganisms 
in the human digestive tract, and 

The researchers also found that two cardiovascular disease (CVD), 
main groups of  genetic variants which is the leading cause of  death 
were differently associated with worldwide. Gut microbiota is highly 
obesity and coronary artery disease. variable between individuals, and United States Department of  
"The joint analysis of  fat, protein, there are reported differences in gut Agriculture data on flavonoid 
and carbohydrate intake coupled microbial compositions among content in food.
with clustering analyses helped to people with and without CVD.
define more homogeneous subsets Gut microbiome for participants 
of  genetic variants characterized by With increased research suggesting was assessed by fecal bacterial DNA 
specific nutritional profiles and with flavonoids may reduce heart disease extracted from stool samples. After 
different metabolic signatures," says risk, this study assessed the role of  an overnight fast, participants' blood 
co-lead author Chloé Sarnowski, the gut microbiome on the process. pressure levels were measured three 
PhD, an instructor of  biostatistics at Researchers examined the times in three-minute intervals after 
BUSPH at the time of  the study, and association between eating an initial five-minute rest period. 
now a faculty associate at the flavonoid-rich foods with blood Researchers also collected 
University of  Texas Health Science pressure and gut microbiome participants' lifestyle information, 
Center at Houston. diversity. The study also investigated including sex, age, smoking status, 

how much variance within the gut medication use and physical activity, 
microbiome could explain the as well as family history of  coronary 
association between intake of  artery disease, the number of  daily 
flavonoid-rich foods and blood calories and fibre consumed, and 

pressure. each participant's height and weight 
was measured to calculate BMI 

Science Daily A group of  904 (body mass index).
August 23, 2021 adults between the 

ages of  25 and 82, The analysis of  regular flavonoid 
57% men from intake with gut microbiome and 
Germany's PopGen blood pressure levels found:
biobank were • Study participants who had the 
recruited for this highest intake of  flavonoid-rich 
study. (The PopGen foods, including berries, red wine, 

biobank includes participants from a apples and pears, had lower systolic 
network of  seven biobanks in blood pressure levels, as well as 
Northern Germany.) Researchers greater diversity in their gut 
evaluated the participants' food microbiome than the participants 
intake, gut microbiome and blood who consumed the lowest levels of  
pressure levels together with flavonoid-rich foods.
other clinical and molecular 
phenotyping at regular follow-up 
examinations.

Participants' intake of  flavonoid-
rich foods during the previous 
year was calculated from a self-
reported food questionnaire 

Flavonoids are compounds found detailing the frequency and 
naturally in fruits, vegetables and quantity eaten of  112 foods. 
plant-based foods Flavonoid 
such as tea, values were 
chocolate and wine, assigned to 
and have been foods 
shown in previous according to 
research to offer a 

Gut bacteria and flavonoid-
rich foods are linked & 
improve blood pressure 
levels

"Our gut 
microbiome plays 
a key role in 
metabolizing 
flavonoids to 
enhance their cardio-protective 
effects, and this study provides 
evidence to suggest these blood 
pressure-lowering effects are 
achievable with simple changes to 
the daily diet," said lead 
investigator of the study Aedín 
Cassidy, Ph.D., chair and 
professor in nutrition and 
preventive medicine at the 
Institute for Global Food Security 
at Queen's University in Belfast, 
Northern Ireland.
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The scientists also found that a 
ketogenic diet, hypoxia and 
treatment with a species of  Bilophila 
called Bilophila wadsworthia 
impaired the hippocampus, leading 
to reduced cognitive ability in mice.

The research is published in the 
peer-reviewed journal Cell Host & 
Microbe. The researchers gave diet and exposing them to hypoxia. 
several mice a ketogenic diet and Interestingly, mice that had their 
others a standard diet. Then, all of  microbiota depleted first made 
the mice received reduced levels of  significantly fewer errors in the 
oxygen for five consecutive maze than mice that 

• Up to 15.2% of  the association days and then were given were exposed to 
between flavonoid-rich foods and four days to recover. hypoxia and given a 
systolic blood pressure could be Depriving the animals of  ketogenic diet but had 
explained by the diversity found in some oxygen was a way for not had changes to 
participants' gut microbiome. the scientists to cause their microbiota first. 
• Eating 1.6 servings of  berries per cognitive impairment, in “This suggests that the 
day (one serving equals 80 grams, or order to mimic the microbes associated 
1 cup) was associated with an cognitive impairment in humans with the ketogenic diet and hypoxia 
average reduction in systolic blood that can be caused by neurological could contribute to the detrimental 
pressure levels of  4.1 mm Hg, and diseases or aging. effects on cognitive impairment," 
about 12% of  the association was Olson said.
explained by gut microbiome Next, the scientists observed their 
factors. ability to navigate a maze. When The authors determined that 
• Drinking 2.8 glasses (125 ml of  trying to find their way out of  a Bilophila wadsworthia changes 
wine per glass) of  red wine a week maze, mice on the ketogenic diet which genes are turned on or off  in 
was associated with an average of  made an average of  30% more the hippocampus, and that the 
3.7 mm Hg lower systolic blood errors than mice given the standard bacterium reduces normal cellular 
pressure level, of  which 15% could diet. (The range of  difference signalling in the hippocampus.
be explained by the gut microbiome. between the two groups was 25% to 

75%.) "Bilophila wadsworthia disrupted 
hippocampal activity and cognitive 

The researchers also evaluated behaviour in ways similar to how 
whether the different diets alone hypoxia and the ketogenic diet 
could cause any change in cognitive together did," Olson said. She added 

Science Daily August 17, behaviour in mice who had not that given the hippocampus's 
2021 been deprived of  oxygen. In that important role in learning and 

experiment, there was no memory, the changes offer clues for 
appreciable difference in the mice's how Bilophila influences cognitive 
ability to find their way out of  the behaviour.
maze based on whether they had a 
ketogenic diet or a standard diet -- 
indicating that the negative impact 
on cognitive ability only occurred in 
combination with oxygen 
deprivation.

"These results highlight the ability 
They found that the concentration of  different environmental factors to 
of  one group of  bacteria called interact together to impact cognitive 
Bilophila increased dramatically in behaviour in mice," said lead author 
the gut microbiota of  mice fed that Christine Olson, a UCLA graduate 
were fed a ketogenic diet -- high in student. Next, the researchers 
fat, and low in carbohydrates -- and investigated what would happen if  
were intermittently deprived of  they depleted the mice's microbiota 
oxygen, creating a condition called before administering a ketogenic 
hypoxia.

How microbes can 
exacerbate 
cognitive decline

In the experiment, 
which was conducted 
with mice, researchers found that 
gut microbes can exacerbate the 
effects of cognitive impairment 
because of how they affect the 
hippocampus, the region of the 
brain that is critical for memory 
and learning. 
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Vitamin D 
may protect 
against 
young-onset 
colorectal 
cancer

Study reveals missing link 
between high-fat diet, 
microbiota and heart 
disease

colorectal cancer in young 
individuals," said Ng, director of  the 
Young-Onset Colorectal Cancer 
Center at Dana-Farber. "We found 
that total vitamin D intake of  300 
IU per day or more -- roughly supplements. The study authors said 
equivalent to three 8-oz. glasses of  that finding could be due to chance 
milk -- was associated with an or to unknown factors that are not Science Daily August 17, 2021
approximately 50% lower risk of  yet understood.
developing young-onset colorectal 
cancer."

The results of  the study were 
obtained by calculating the total 
vitamin D intake -- both from 

Science Daily August 12, 2021dietary sources and supplements -- 
of  94,205 women participating in 
the Nurses' Health Study II (NHS 
II). This study is a prospective 
cohort study of  nurses aged 25 to 42 
years that began in 1989. The 
women are followed every two years 
by questionnaires on demographics, 
diet and lifestyle factors, and While the overall incidence of  
medical and other health-related colorectal cancer has been declining, 
information. The researchers cases have been increasing in 
focused on a primary endpoint -- younger adults -- a worrisome trend 
young-onset colorectal cancer, that has yet to be explained. The 
diagnosed before 50 years of  age. authors of  the study, including 
They also asked on a follow-up senior co-authors Kimmie Ng, MD, 
questionnaire whether they had had MPH, of  Dana-Farber, and Edward 
a colonoscopy or sigmoidoscopy Giovannucci, MD, DSc., of  the T.H. 

where colorectal polyps Chan School, 
(which may be precursors noted that vitamin 
to colorectal cancer) were D intake from food 
found.sources such as 

fish, mushrooms, 
During the period from eggs, and milk has 
1991 to 2015 the decreased in the 
researchers documented past several 
111 cases of  young-onset decades. 

colorectal cancer and 3,317 
colorectal polyps. Analysis showed There is growing evidence of  an 
that higher total vitamin D intake association between vitamin D and 
was associated risk of  colorectal cancer mortality. 
with a However, prior to the current study, "Before COVID, obesity and 
significantly no research has examined whether metabolic syndrome were 
reduced risk of  total vitamin D intake is associated considered the pandemic of  the 21st 
early-onset with the risk of  young-onset century. Right now, roughly 40% of  
colorectal colorectal cancer. the U.S. population is obese, and 
cancer. The "Vitamin D has known activity that percentage is predicted to 
same link was found between higher against colorectal cancer in climb," Byndloss said. "Our research 
vitamin D intake and risk of  colon laboratory studies. Because vitamin has revealed a previously 
polyps detected before age 50. The D deficiency has been steadily unexplored mechanism for how diet 
association was stronger for dietary increasing over the past few years, and obesity can increase risk of  

vitamin D -- we wondered cardiovascular disease -- by affecting 
principally from whether this could the relationship between our 
dairy products -- be contributing to intestines and the microbes that live 
than from vitamin D the rising rates of  in our gut.”

The study, recently published 
online in the journal 
Gastroenterology, by scientists 
from Dana-Farber Cancer 
Institute, the Harvard T.H. Chan 
School of Public Health, and other 
institutions, could potentially 
lead to recommendations for 
higher vitamin D intake as an 
inexpensive complement to 
screening tests as a colorectal 
cancer prevention strategy for 
adults younger than age 50.

The discoveries in animal models 
support a key role for the 
intestines and microbiota in the 
development of cardiovascular 
disease, said Mariana Byndloss, 
DVM, PhD, assistant professor of 
Pathology, Microbiology and 
Immunology at Vanderbilt 
University Medical Center. The 
intestines, she noted, have been 
relatively understudied by 
scientists seeking to understand 
the impact of obesity.

Research in Health & NutritionResearch in Health & Nutrition
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In previous growth of  bad microbes.”
studies, There are two types of  vitamin K 
Byndloss and The researchers demonstrated that a found in foods we eat: vitamin K1 
Andreas drug currently approved for comes primarily from green leafy 
Bäumler, PhD, treatment of  inflammatory bowel vegetables and vegetable oils, while 
at the disease restored the function of  vitamin K2 is found in meat, eggs 
University of  intestinal and fermented foods such as 

California at Davis, found that the epithelial cheese.
epithelial cells lining the intestines cells and 
and gut microbes share a mutually blunted the The study found that people with 
beneficial relationship that promotes increase in the highest intakes of  vitamin K1 
a healthy gut environment. They TMAO in were 21 percent less likely to be 
wondered if  diseases like obesity the animal hospitalised with cardiovascular 
affect this relationship. models. disease related to atherosclerosis. 

The drug, For vitamin K2, the risk of  being 
The collaborating research teams called 5-aminosalicylic acid, hospitalised was 14 percent lower. 
found that a high-fat diet causes activates mitochondrial This lower risk was seen for all types 
inflammation and damages bioenergetics in the intestinal of  heart disease related to 
intestinal epithelial cells in animal epithelium. atherosclerosis, particularly for 
models. The high-fat diet impairs peripheral artery disease at 34 
the function of  energy-generating "This is evidence that it's possible to percent.
mitochondria, Byndloss explained, prevent the negative outcomes 
causing the intestinal cells to associated with a high-fat diet," ECU 
produce more oxygen and nitrate. Byndloss said. A drug such as 5- researcher and 

aminosalicylic acid might be used in senior author 
conjunction with a probiotic to both on the study 
restore a healthy intestinal Dr Nicola 
environment and boost beneficial Bondonno said 
microbe levels, she added. the findings 

suggest that 
"Only by fully understanding the consuming 
relationship between the host -- us -- more vitamin 
and gut microbes during health and K may be 
disease are we going to be able to important for protection against 

These factors, in turn, stimulate the design therapies that will be effective atherosclerosis and subsequent 
growth of  harmful in controlling obesity and obesity- cardiovascular disease.
Enterobacteriaceae microbes, such associated outcomes like 
as E. coli, and boost bacterial cardiovascular disease.” "Current dietary guidelines for the 
production of  a metabolite called consumption of  vitamin K are 
TMA (trimethylamine). The liver generally only based on 
converts TMA to TMAO the amount of  vitamin K1 
(trimethylamine-N-oxide), which a person should consume 
has been implicated in promoting to ensure that their blood 
atherosclerosis and increasing the can coagulate," she said. 

Science Daily August 9, relative risk for all-cause mortality in "However, there is 
2021patients. growing evidence that 

intakes of  vitamin K 
"It was known that exposure to a above the current 
high-fat diet causes dysbiosis -- an guidelines can afford 
imbalance in the microbiota further protection against the 
favouring harmful microbes, but we development of  other diseases, such 
didn't know why or how this was as atherosclerosis.
happening," Byndloss said. "We 
show one way that diet directly "Although more research is needed 
affects the host and promotes the to fully understand the process, we 

believe that vitamin K works by 
protecting against the calcium build-
up in the major arteries of  the body 
leading to vascular calcification.”

Growing evidence 
of vitamin K 
benefits for heart 
health

Researchers 
examined data from 
more than 50,000 
people taking part in the Danish 
Diet, Cancer, and Health study 
over a 23-year period. They 
investigated whether people who 
ate more foods containing vitamin 
K had a lower risk of 
cardiovascular disease related to 
atherosclerosis (plaque build-up 
in the arteries).

Research in Health & NutritionResearch in Health & Nutrition



levels of  essential micronutrients.”

The study was conducted in 
partnership with  medical care 
corporation Kaonkai Miura 
Hospital in Osaka, Japan. Half  of  
the study participants were “severe health issues.” For instance, 
vegetarians or vegans and the other veganism among women is 
half  were meat-eaters. associated with a significantly 

higher risk of  hip fracture, according 
to the researchers. Additionally, a 

The study found that University of  Western Australia British Nutrition Foundation report 
supplementation with Kaneka’s researcher Dr Jamie Bellinge, the emphasized the effects of  a vegan 
ubiquinol can help increase first author on the study, said the diet on poor nutrient intake, such as 
ubiquinol plasma levels in role of  vitamin K in cardiovascular zinc and vitamin B12.
vegetarians and vegans. The health and particularly in vascular 
micronutrient is a form of  calcification is an area of  research Earlier this year, UK researchers 
Coenzyme Q10 (CoQ10). It is offering promising hope for the developed a calculator that could 
produced by the body and is future. help with vitamin B12 
essential for making energy and biomanufacturing, a vitamin known 
neutralizing free radicals. However, "Cardiovascular disease remains a for lacking in vegan diets. In light of  
due to increasing age and certain leading cause of  death in Australia the plant-based nutrition trend, 
diseases, medications or an and there's still a limited ubiquinol supplementation is 
unhealthy lifestyle, the body’s understanding of  the importance of  advisable for the growing number of  
ubiquinol production decreases. A different vitamins found in food and people who actively avoid animal 
lack of  ubiquinol could lead to their effect on heart attacks, strokes products. “Plant-based nutrition 
fatigue, muscle issues and a weaker and peripheral artery disease," Dr continues to flourish as a result of  
immune system, and it’s also a risk Bellinge said. "These findings shed consumer interest in healthy 
factor for many light on the potentially important lifestyles, 
age-related effect that vitamin K has on the sustainability 
diseases.killer disease and reinforces the and animal 

importance of  a healthy diet in welfare, which 
“As more and preventing it.” ties into the 
more consumers broader trend 
are switching to a toward cleaner 
greener lifestyle, living and 
these and our new eating,” adds 
study results are Magnin.

31 Aug 2021 Nutrition Insight significant. With Kaneka’s 
ubiquinol, manufacturers of  dietary 
supplements can serve the growing Despite dangers of  nutrient 
target group of  vegetarians and deficiencies, a plant-based diet may 
vegans and optimally support them hold health benefits. A Physicians 
in their diet,” Magnin adds. To add Committee for Responsible 
to this, Innova Market Insights’ data Medicine study found that plant-

“Those opting for a plant-based diet 
revealed that products featuring based diets can aid weight loss and 

also have to be mindful of  their 
plant-based claims experienced a 26 heart health. Also, it was previously 

health by supplementing deficient 
percent average annual growth found that proteins within plant-

nutrients appropriately,” says 
between 2016 and 2020. based meat alternatives were low in 

Alexandre Magnin, sales and 
cholesterol, saturated fats and 

marketing manager at Kaneka 
sugars.

Nutrients Europe. 
“For example, some 

Although 
meat or dairy 

environmentally 
alternatives were 

beneficial, plant-
found to be relatively 

based diets often 
high in sodium, 

lack essential 
saturated fat and 

micronutrients, 
sugar, and may 

which could lead to 
therefore decrease 

Ubiquinol in focus

Plant-based diets may result 
in ubiquinol deficiency, 
Kaneka study finds

Health benefits

A plant-based diet, healthy or 
not?

Ubiquinol plasma levels in plant-
based consumers are 23 percent 
lower than in omnivores, 
according to a study from Kaneka. 

By Nicole Kerr
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Swapping some sodium for 
potassium in table salt could 
prevent millions of deaths, 
flags study Obesity and diabetes linked Reducing risks 

to increased heart attack 
risk in young adults, finds 
ESC

Easier said than done? 

Building on previous findings

strokes and heart diseases, explains 
Pombo. Using a salt substitute – 
where part of  the sodium chloride is 
replaced with potassium chloride – 
addresses both problems at once. 
Salt substitutes are known to lower 
blood pressure, but their effects on 
heart disease, stroke and death were 
unclear prior to the latest study.

30 Aug 2021 Nutrition Insight The Salt Substitute and Stroke 
Study enrolled 21,000 adults with 
either a history of  stroke or poorly 
controlled blood pressure from 600 

24 Aug 2021 Nutrition Insight
villages in rural areas of  five 
provinces in China – Hebei, 
Liaoning, Ningxia, Shanxi and 
Shaanxi between April 2014 and 
January 2015. Participants in 
intervention villages were provided 
enough salt substitute to cover all 

household 
“This study provides further cooking and 
‘strong evidence’ that such food 
interventions can work in real preservation The study shows that while the life,” Sonia Pombo, campaign requirements parental history of  a premature manager at Action on Salt, tells – about 20 g heart attack is linked with heart NutritionInsight. “The food per person per events at a young age, it is not the and nutrition industry should day – free of  only contributing factor.make this switch immediately for charge. Those in the other villages 
the benefit of  public health.” This continued using regular salt. “The findings underline the recommendation is echoed by lead 

importance of  preventing smoking investigator of  the latest study, During an average follow-up of  and overweight in children and Professor Bruce Neal of  The George almost five years, more than 3,000 adolescents to reduce the likelihood Institute for Global Health: people had a stroke. For those using of  heart disease later in life,” says “Switching table salt to salt the salt substitute, researchers found study author Professor Harm substitute is a highly feasible and that stroke risk was reduced by 14 Wienbergen of  the Bremen Institute low-cost opportunity to have a percent, total cardiovascular events for Heart and Circulation Research, massive global health benefit.” The (strokes and heart attacks combined) Germany. “Understanding the study of  21,000 adults found that for by 13 percent and premature death reasons for heart attacks in young those who used salt substitutes, by 12 percent. adults is important from a societal there was a 14 percent risk reduction 
perspective due to their employment in stroke, 13 percent risk reduction 
and family responsibilities,” he in cardiovascular events (stroke and Sodium and potassium are not one- continues. However, there is limited heart attack combined) and 12 to-one replacements for each other, data on the predictors of  heart percent risk reduction in premature but a combination of  both enables events in this group.death. sodium reduction overall. “Most salt 

substitutes used by the food industry 
contain 25 to 30 percent potassium 

It is well-established that a reduction chloride and 70 to 75 percent 
in sodium intake and an increase in sodium chloride,” details Pombo. 
potassium consumption lowers “Potassium-based salt replacers are 

blood also widely available in the UK for 
pressure, the general public. These typically 
which in have around 60 percent less sodium 
turn than standard table salt.”
reduces the 
risk of  

Nutrition groups worldwide are 
urging the F&B industry to replace 
table salt with a reduced-sodium, 
added-potassium substitute. The 

Young heart attack victims are call follows a large-scale dietary 
more likely to be obese and have intervention study, which 
high blood pressure or diabetes, concluded that millions of deaths 
compared to their peers, could be prevented each year 
according to new research with the “simple swap.” 
presented at the European 
Society of Cardiology (ESC) 
Congress 2021.

By Missy Green
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Study highlights 

ProbioticSmart study reveals 
metal-curcumin synergy 
enhances bioavailability and 
antioxidant power

adjusted for age, sex, 
high blood pressure, 
diabetes, active smoking, 
body mass index, 
alcohol consumption, 
years of  school 
education, and birth in 
Germany.

Metabolic factors play a 
The case-control study compared crucial role
the clinical characteristics of  Having hypertension 
consecutive patients admitted to was associated with an 85-fold odds 
hospital with acute myocardial of  a heart attack aged 45 or under. 
infarction at 45 years of  age or The corresponding odds of  a 
younger with randomly selected premature heart attack related to 
individuals from the general active smoking, diabetes mellitus, 

13 Aug 2021 Nutrition Insightpopulation in the same geographic parental history and obesity (BMI 
region in Germany. Cases and 30 kg/m2 or above) were 12, 5, 3 
controls were matched according to and 2. Alcohol consumption was 
age and gender. A total of  522 associated with a lower odds of  a 
patients were enrolled from the heart attack at a young age, with an 
Bremen STEMI registry, and 1,191 odds ratio of  0.3.
matched controls were identified 
from the German National Cohort “Our study shows that smoking and 
(NAKO). metabolic factors, such as 

hypertension, diabetes and obesity, 
The proportion of  active smokers are strongly associated with an 
was more than three-fold 
higher in the young heart 

The study examined curcumin’s attack group compared to 
enhanced health benefits when the general population 
combined with various metals, (82.4 percent vs. 24.1 
including the zinc-curcumin percent; p<0.01). Patients 
complex found in TurmiZn-OS. were more likely to have 
TurmiZn-OS is a core ingredient in high blood pressure (25.1 
products by US-based 24hr percent vs. 0.5 percent; 
Supplement, a subsidiary of  p<0.01), diabetes (11.7 
ProbioticSmart.percent vs. 1.7 percent; 

p<0.01) and a parental 
“When curcumin is organically history of  premature 
combined with zinc and heart attack (27.6 percent 
tetrahydrocurcumin (white vs. 8.1 percent; p<0.01) 
turmeric), a powerful complex is compared to their peers. increased likelihood of  premature 
formed that is much more acute myocardial infarction,” 
bioavailable and effective than Patients were more often obese, with continues Wienbergen. “A 
regular curcumin,” Prafulla Kumar, a median body mass index (BMI) of  protective effect of  moderate alcohol 
scientific advisor at ProbioticSmart, 28.4 kg/m2 compared to 25.5 consumption has been described by 
tells NutritionInsight. kg/m2 for controls (p<0.01). In other studies and is confirmed 

contrast, the proportion consuming in the present analysis of  
alcohol at least four times a week young patients. The findings 
was higher in the general population add impetus to the argument 
(11.2 percent) compared to heart that young people should be 
patients (7.1 percent; p<0.01). educated about why it is 

important to avoid smoking 
The researchers analyzed the and have a healthy body 
independent risk factors for acute weight,” he concludes. 
myocardial infarction at 45 years of  
age or younger. The analysis was 

Edited by Elizabeth Green

A new study has concluded that 
metal-curcumin complexes can 
enhance curcumin’s 
bioavailability while providing 
additional antioxidant properties, 
which curcumin alone cannot. The 
results could shed light on new 
synergistic ways to utilize 
curcumin’s well-established 
bioactive properties. 

Research in Health & NutritionResearch in Health & Nutrition
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“Another conditions,” write the researchers. Ireland at 
differenti University 
ation of  College 

Determining which metals the zinc- Cork 
combined with curcumin have more curcumin (UCC), and 
beneficial effects for certain diseases complex introduced 
is the subject of  future research. is its an 
This recent study details many stability and efficacy is multifold approach to 
curcumin-metal complexes for compared with regular curcumin. reversing aspects of  aging-related 
specific conditions, such as:Therefore, TurmiZn-OS technology deterioration in the brain.
• Copper- and zinc-curcumin can help to increase the efficacy of  
complexes for antioxidant and anti-various health solutions.” “It adds further evidence for the 
inflammatory activity. importance of  maintaining a 
• Copper-curcumin complexes for The peer-reviewed study published healthy microbiome as we age. This 
antimicrobial activity.in the International Journal of  needs to be taken into account in 

• Boron-curcumin Molecular Sciences was policy developments for guidelines 
complexes for co-authored by on healthy aging,” John Cryan, lead 
antiviral activity.nutraceutical researcher researcher at APC and vice 
• Copper-, zinc- Rajiv Lall, who is also president for research & innovation, 
and ruthenium-the CEO of  UCC tells NutritionInsight.
curcumin ProbioticSmart.
complexes for Working with a 
cancer.Chelating curcumin controlled situation of  
• Lanthanide-with different metals mice that have defined 
curcumin yields varying health genetics, diets and 

complexes for osteoporosis.benefits, note the researchers. microbiome is very 
• Copper-, zinc- or iron-curcumin different from looking at 
complexes for neurological humans. Therefore, 
disorders. The zinc-curcumin complex is caution is needed in not 

positioned to target a range of  over-interpreting these findings yet, 
disease states due to its “multi-anti” he notes. “We are not advocating 
functionality, including antioxidant, fecal transplants for people who 
anti-inflammatory, antiviral and want to rejuvenate their brain, but 
antimicrobial effects. what these studies point toward is a 

future where there will be a focus on 
The complex has also been shown microbiota-targeted interventions 
to significantly increase the body’s that will promote optimum gut 
ability to absorb both curcumin and health and immunity to keep the 
zinc, with zinc being an important brain young and healthy.”
mineral for the function of  the 

immune 
system. For almost a decade, there has been 

accumulating evidence that the 
ProbioticSmart microbiome composition changes 
notes that the with age, comments Cryan. 11 Aug 2021 Nutrition Insight
neuroprotective However, it remained unclear 
and whether the microbiota itself  was 
immunomodula causally responsible for slowing 
tory properties brain aging, which is where this 
of  TurmiZn-OS current study comes to the fore. 
address a host Fecal microbiota transplantation 

of  disease states, such as cancer, was conducted from either young 
arthritis, osteoporosis, neurological (three to four-month-old) or old (19 The findings could lead to new 
disorders, diabetes and ulcers. “The to 20 months therapeutic avenues in microbial-
future of  these curcumin-metal old) donor mice based interventions for  slowing 
complexes undoubtedly shows great into old down brain aging and associated 
promise for better treatment and recipient mice.cognitive problems. The study was 
prevention in a wide conducted by APC Microbiome 
variety of  health 

Innovation on the horizon

Tackling a range of ailments

Microbiome potential explored
Microbiome can reverse age-
related brain deterioration, 
study finds

By Missy Green

By transplanting microbes from 
young to old animals, it is 
possible to rejuvenate the brain 
and immune function, according 
to recent research on mice. 
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Transplant two biomarkers associated with 
of  damaged nerve cells: neurofilament 
microbiota light (NfL) and chitinase-3-like 
from young protein 1 (YKL-40). Researchers 
donors point out that these could indicate 
reversed an increase in the inflammatory 

aging-associated differences in response, but more research is 
peripheral and brain immunity and needed, particularly given the 
the hippocampal metabolome and study’s small size. 
transcriptome of  recommendations, but we know that 
aging recipient mice. starting early is by far the best thing 

The study published in the Journal Finally, the young – it is difficult to influence the 
of  Alzheimer’s Disease was a post donor-derived disease at a later stage.” However, 
hoc study that consisted of  33 microbiota she recommends being physically 
Alzheimer’s patients – 18 of  which attenuated selective active and including omega 3 in the 
were given omega 3 supplements age-associated impairments in diet – in the form of  oily fish or as 
during the morning and evening, cognitive behavior when supplements. “We can see a 
and 15 made up the control group. transplanted into an aged host. difference in the results of  the 
Omega 3 supplements were sourced memory tests. Patients who were 
from fish oils, dosed at 2.3 g, with a taking omega 3 supplements at an 
higher content of  DHA than EPA, early stage of  the disease scored 
Freund-Levi tells NutritionInsight. better,” she 

Spinal fluid says. 
samples were 
collected, and 

08 Sep 2021 Nutrition Insight patients performed A major step 
a memory test – forward is that 
both at the start of  researchers in 
the study and after the future will 
six months. No be able to 
differences were examine the biomarkers in blood 

detected between the groups at samples rather than having to 
baseline. perform spinal tap procedures on 

the patients. Yvonne Freund-Levi 
The recent study is based on a larger adds: “We have already tested this 
study with over 200 patients with approach at Sahlgrenska University 
mild to moderate Alzheimer’s Hospital. Without a doubt, it is so 
disease, initiated by Yvonne Freund- much better for the patients.”
Levi and her research team 15 years 

“We can see that the memory ago. In that study, the researchers As research moves forward to reveal 
function of  the patients in the group examined – among other the health benefits of  omega 3s, 
that had taken omega 3 is stable, benchmarks – whether omega 3 industry experts have flagged that 
whereas the patients in the control transfers from the supplements to lesser-known types of  omega 3s, 
group have deteriorated,” says the brain and concluded that that such as ALA, merit more 
Yvonne Freund-Levi, a researcher in was indeed the case. investigation and “omegas 6, 7 and 
neuroscience at Örebro University 9 should not be forgotten.” As 
who collaborated with researchers at demand is evident, formulators have 
Karolinska Institute, Sahlgrenska been focusing on developing more 
University Hospital and Uppsala More research will be needed to sustainable solutions to meet the 
University on the study. “But we conclude omega 3’s impact on demand for omega 3s, including 
can’t see any differences between the Alzheimer’s, Yvonne Freund-Levi plant-based sources and valorised 
groups when we look at the various notes. Before recommendations to tuna heads. 
biomarkers in the spinal fluid patients can be updated, she 
samples.” remarks that it is “interesting 

material for researchers to build 
When looking solely on.”
within the group that 
took omega 3,  “We are cautious 
participants’ spinal fluid about giving 
revealed an increase in 

By Nicole Kerr

By Missy Green

Measuring the outcomes

Fish oils for forgetfulness? 
Omega 3 intake linked to 
stabilized memory in 
Alzheimer’s study Next steps

To recommend or not to 
recommend?

Researchers in Sweden 
have found a positive 
correlation between 
omega 3 intake and 
memory in Alzheimer’s patients 
who performed a cognitive test. 
The study is hailed as the first 
ever to measure biomarkers from 
spinal fluid in Alzheimer’s 
patients treated with omega 3 
fatty acids.
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Functional nutrition: Survey 
spotlights five consumer 
shifts for holistic self-care

The pandemic’s impact

mental resilience, and many are 
seeking solutions tailored to their Moreover, the company forecasts 
unique risk factors and lifestyles,” that consumers’ focus on health and 
June Lin, vice president, global wellness through nutrition is a trend 

27 Aug 2021 Nutrition Insight
marketing, health and wellness at that’s here to stay – even after the 
ADM tells FoodIngredientsFirst. pandemic is over.  
“More than just physical health, 
people understand they also need to 
care for their emotional and mental 
well-being. Greater awareness of  the 
gut-brain connection reinforces a 
more comprehensive approach to 
wellness.”

Lin describes an array of  wellness 
sectors that brands can tap into, 
which are inextricably linked to gut 
health, including immunity, 
metabolic health and mental well-
being.

This phenomenon was recently 
underscored by co-founders of  

According to research, 60 percent of  nutrition businesses Mend and 
“Consumers are trying to develop a 

global consumers are planning to Upgraid, who told NutritionInsight 
broader foundation of  physical and 

improve their overall health and that society is on the “precipice of  
wellness in the next 12 months. major breakthroughs” surrounding 
“The COVID-19 pandemic has food as medicine.
transformed how consumers 
perceive holistic health and well- The top five health and wellness 
being. It’s impacting how we live behaviour shifts that create 
and increasing the importance of  opportunities for health-forward 
the foods, beverages and F&B are:
supplements we choose,” says Lin. 

Consumers are taking a more 
proactive approach to their well-
being with functional nutrition, 
close-to-nature ingredients and 
foods that signal self-care. These 
are ADM’s latest findings, which 
identify five consumer lifestyle 
behaviour shifts with an emphasis 
on health and wellness. 
Consumers’ rejuvenated nutrition 
outlook in the wake of COVID-19 
presents new opportunities to 
innovate food, beverages and 
supplements that can address 
these desires, the company 
supports.



1. Renewed motivation to 
improve individual health and 
wellness

4. A proactive perspective on 
immunity

3. Tailored nutrition supports 
personal health and wellness 
goals 

2. A holistic approach to managing 
the mind-body connection

health over the next 12 months.  
Botanicals also carry a range of  
active compounds that can be used 

Pandemic experiences have varied in formulation for various functional 
across the globe, but a nearly benefits. This was recently 
universal takeaway is the renewed highlighted by Layn Natural 
focus on preventative health and Ingredients with its recent 
wellness behaviours.  For example, expansion of  Non-GMO Project 
76 percent of  global consumers say Verified botanical extracts.
they will eat and drink more In line with the trend, ADM 
healthily due to COVID-19, and 41 A desire to keep physical and Ventures invested in Remedy Health 
percent plan to be more physically mental health in balance is in May, a 3D printing technology 
active. promoting new techniques to for tailored nutrition. The 

manage stress, from exercise and company’s HT-BPL1 postbiotic is 
meditation to eating foods with now on offer in Nourished’s 
perceived mood-enhancing benefits. personalized gummy vitamins, a 

brand under Remedy Health. 
Recent consumer research from 
Kerry revealed that botanical Innova Market Insights reveals that 
extracts generate several emotions, immunity trends are stronger among 
including energy, excitement, younger consumers.ADM also notes 
creativity and fun. As consumers that a greater understanding of  how 
return to more active lifestyles, diet can impact health is spurring 
convenient products with functional more people to choose wholesome, 
ingredients that boost energy, nutrient-dense ingredients in home-
enhance cognitive performance and cooked and prepared meals, with a 

Products designed to optimize regulate mood are also gaining particular focus on fibre and protein. 
physical health and mental wellness prominence.  Here, botanicals can Brands can help people stay 
at all life stages will help consumers also play a role in relieving stress motivated in the kitchen with novel 
protect themselves, their families and enhancing mood. flavours and convenient formats.
and their communities. “For 
example, real food solutions that 
pair plant nutrition with biotics and 
botanicals can help meet consumer With 65 percent of  global 
demand for associated benefits and consumers more concerned about 
enhance applications across immunity since COVID-19, people 
categories. Growing formats, such are shifting from a defensive 
as functional waters and snack bars, approach against illness to one that’s 
support busy lifestyles with more proactive and holistic. 
convenience, flavour and satiety,” Consumers are looking for ways to 
affirms Lin. incorporate immune function-

supporting solutions, like probiotics 
In this regard, functional beverages and vitamin C and D, into their 
are flourishing for time-pressed daily lives. 
consumers who are keen to Nearly two-thirds of  global 
proactively promote their health. At Products with functional ingredients consumers are interested in foods 
the same time, industry is that support a healthy immune and beverages that are customized 
witnessing the mainstreaming of  system will increasingly attract to meet their individual nutrition 
many sports nutrition ingredients, consumer attention. And suppliers needs.  “Food, beverages and 
reaching a larger demographic with are innovating to make immunity-supplements enable personalization 
electrolyte-balancing and high- supporting F&B easier to formulate.and highly targeted solutions to 
protein ingredients. promote gut health and overall well-

being. From powders and gummies 
to fortified drinks and nutrient-dense 
foods, manufacturers are developing 

More people are embracing their innovative ways to deliver sought-
emotional well-being, as 51 percent after nutrients such as vitamins C 
of  global consumers are planning to and D, protein, fibre and omega-3,” 
improve their cognitive and mental details Lin. 
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she adds.  “Dark chocolate 
bars with postbiotics and 
nuts, berries or other 
wholesome ingredients are 
just one example of  meeting 
these desires.”

The company has already 
developed several concepts 

This July, Lallemand Bio- that incorporate functional 
Ingredients received a favourable botanicals as a way to bridge the 
opinion from the European Food gap between indulgent and health-
Safety Authority (EFSA), allowing forward foods and beverages. Lin 
its vitamin D yeast to be used in 34 detailed to FoodIngredientsFirst at 
food categories. The regulatory the time that ADM’s chocolate 
approval allows the yeast-based coffee energy syrup shot was “a 
vitamin D to be added to fermented perfect addition to coffee, smoothies 
milk or cream products, as well as and shakes.”
meat and dairy analogs. Moreover, 
Innova Market Insights has noted a “It includes our guarana and green 
slant toward younger consumers coffee extracts as well as our Despite its poor reputation in the 
craving immunity-boosting Fibersol dietary fiber and BPL1 west due to sustainability concerns, 
products, indicating that the strain, which combine to provide palm oil is one of  the most common 
immunity trend is here to stay. energy and antioxidants and food products used in the APAC 

support for factors associated with F&B industry, penetrating almost 
metabolic function.” every possible sector from bakery to 

snacks to beverages. According to 
During the pandemic, many people In a similar vein, Kerry’s immune- edible oils brand Mewah, at present 
gave themselves permission to supporting Wellmune ingredient the use of  palm oil is extremely 
consume indulgent food and provides functional ingredients to widespread both geographically and 
beverages as a form of  self-care.  Davinci syrup for a quick add-in to in terms of  applications, so much so 
ADM reports 56 percent of  global beverages.  Kerry also recently that completely replacing it at this 
consumers have purchased comfort released dairy-free flavours for juncture would be a near-impossible 
food regularly as a result of  COVID- indulgent hot beverages fortified attempt.
19.  with probiotics within its 

foodservice line Big Train. “Palm oil is currently consumed by 
Consumers over three billion people in some 
are 150 countries [and] virtually every 
recognizing sector within the Asian food 
that as long industry is using some fraction of  
as these are palm oil to make their products,” 
purposeful Mewah R&D Solutions R&D 
– and not Leader Dr Prakash Adhikari told 
impulsive – the floor in his Palm Oil 
choices, Functionality and Versatility in 
indulgence Finished Food Products webinar 
has a role organized by the Malaysian Palm 
in a positive relationship with food.  Oil Council (MPOC).
ADM projects new opportunities for 
beverages, snacks and confectionery 
products that deliver functional 
benefits with delicious flavour. By Pearly Neo 13-Sep-2021- 

Food Navigator Asia
“New products that satisfy 
consumers’ desires for emotional 
indulgence become permissible with 
sweetness derived from closer-to-
nature ingredients, botanicals and 
comforting flavours and aromas,” 

5. Purposeful indulgence is the 
new “permissible indulgence”

‘Matchless 
versatility’: Why 
palm oil’s 
widespread 
prevalence in Asian 

food industry makes it 
irreplaceable for 
now

By Missy Green, with 
additional reporting from 
Elizabeth Green

commonplace due to its 
versatile applications in just 
about every finished food 
sector that it will be near-
impossible to find another 
edible oil offering all of 
palm oil’s functionalities, 
making it irreplaceable, 
argue experts.

The use of palm oil in 
the Asian food 
industry has become 
so vast and 
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“One of  the reasons palm oil is so Palm Oil’ 
widely used is due to its labelling 
composition of  50% saturated and becoming a 
50% unsaturated fat, which is prominent 
unique to palm oil and provides it trend for 
with unique properties allowing it products in 
extremely high versatility to be used some markets, 
in many different types of  products, a phenomenon that the MPOC is to the industry to analyse the issue 
which other oils like sunflower or trying to initiate action against. and perform trials to mitigate 3-
soybean cannot do. MCPD, and after researching, we 
“This composition gives palm oil One example is Australian found a strong correlation between 
properties such as high oxidation chocolate brand Darrell Lea which the levels of  chloride (due to 
stability, and also reduces the need announced that it had become the contamination) and 3-MCPD in the 
for extra processing which would ‘first home-grown chocolate brand palm oil.
induce trans fats content, making it to go 100% palm oil free’ by As a result, MPOB has cautioned 
trans fat free. Importantly, it also replacing palm oil with sunflower mills and refineries to reduce or 
allows for a wide variety of  oil, whereas and even big brands remove the use of  any chlorinated 
modifications to be made to palm such as Cadbury have bowed to bleach, and also implemented a 
oil - such as fractionation, as this consumer pressure in some palm oil ‘washing’ step in refineries 
yields many different palm oil countries like New Zealand and to remove chloride.
product types that can be used for removed palm oil from their 
different applications, e.g. certain chocolates. Palm oil is still being “Implementation of  the ‘washing’ 
fractions are used to make used in products made in Asian has driven chloride levels down 
chocolate, others in bakery, others in countries such as Indonesia or from 7ppm to 1.3ppm after washing, 
cooking and frying and so on.” Malaysia. which corresponded in a drop of  3-

MCPD levels from 2.61ppm before 
Dr Adhikari added that washing to 0.85ppm after washing,” 
the fractionation of  palm said Dr Azmil. “That’s a 81.2% 

Speaking at the same oil can yield over 10 drop in chloride content and 67.4% 
event, Malaysian different products, most of  reduction in 3-MCPD levels. 
Palm Oil Board which can be used for Importantly, current EU food safety 
(MPOB) Head of  different food applications, guidelines place 3-MCPD limits for 
Analytical and and it would be difficult to seed oils at 1.25 parts per million 

Quality Development Unit Dr find a single replacement that can (ppm) and for other vegetable oils 
Azmil Haizam Ahmad Tarmizi replicate all of  these functions. at2.5ppm, so this would place palm 
added that due to the widespread oil below this limit. Of  course, if  
use of  palm oil, there needs to be “I am not saying that only palm oil palm oil mills have the capacity to 
better solutions to handling issues can be used to produce these do quality assurance such that their 
that governments such as the EU are products, of  course, [but] currently crude palm oil contains no chloride, 
fearing, such as food safety concerns palm oil is being used for so many then this washing step can be 
- as opposed to boycotts or applications due to its unique omitted, but at present it is what 
completely stopping the use of  palm versatility – and in nature, there are works.”
oil.very limited, if  any, oils which 

possess these sorts features to allow He also stressed that in their 
“Food safety is extremely important for all these applications,” he said. research, MPOB has also found that 
to the Malaysian palm oil industry high 3-MCPD levels are also found 
as 89% of  our palm oil is exported “At present, over 50% of  packaged in other oils such as olive oil, walnut 
and85% is used in food applications, food products in supermarkets are oil and peanut oil, ‘so it is not just 
so we take this very seriously,” he made using palm oil and coupled palm oil that needs to improve on 
said.with its globally competitive pricing, this’ .
“We are aware that in recent years, it is one of  the most globally used 
one of  the chief  concerns commodities and replacing it would 
particularly in the EU regarding be difficult.”
palm oil has been about its 3-MCPD 
esters content [and] we have been That said, there are many food 
taking steps to overcome this.companies especially in the west 

which are attempting to do just that, 
“The Malaysian government has though with limited applications at 
granted some RM50mn (US$12mn) a time, with ‘Palm Oil Free’ or ‘No 

Solutions beyond a 
boycott
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Ashwagandha extract 
shows ‘potent immune-
stimulatory properties’: 
Study

as much as 4,000 years to the 
teaching of  renowned scholar The new pilot, 
Punarvasu Atreya, and in randomized, 
subsequent works that make up the and controlled 
ayurvedic tradition. The name of  clinical study 
the herb derives from Sanskrit, and included 24 
means “smells like a horse”, which healthy men 
refers to the strong smell of  the root and women 
which is said to be redolent of  horse aged between 
sweat or urine. 45 and 72 

who were 
Shoden ashwagandha was randomly assigned to receive either 
developed by Arjuna Natural 60 mg of  the Ashwagandha extract 
Private Ltd., and the company or placebo for 30 days. This portion 

By Stephen Daniells 13-Sep-2021- provided the supplements and of  the trial was blinded. This was 
Food Navigator USA placebo for the new study. followed by a second 30-day open-

NutriScience Innovations is the label intervention when participants 
exclusive distributor of  Shoden in in the placebo group were crossed 
North America. over to the Shoden intervention, 

while the Shoden group continued 
“This study has implications for with Shoden for another 30 days.
overall health and wellness.” 
Commenting on the study, Michael The results of  the initial 30-day 
Lelah, PhD, NutriScience’s Chief  study showed that the ashwagandha 
Science Officer, told extract up regulated both innate 
NutraIngredients-USA: “This latest immune system (as assessed by 
human immune clinical trial is a measures of  cytokines, T-cells, B-
first for ashwagandha and comes at cells, NK cell) and the adaptive 

Data published in Journal of  
a time when immune system, as 

Clinical Medicine indicated that 
there is a need evidenced by the 

supplementation with a low dose 
for new impact on various 

(60 mg) standardized ashwagandha 
innovative antibodies 

extract (35% withanolide glycosides) 
herbal extracts (immunoglobulins), 

may modulate the innate and 
with multiple including IgA,IgGs, 

adaptive immune systems in healthy 
benefits for IgM.

subjects and significantly improve 
consumers. 

their immune profile.
The results of  Additionally, during 
this RCT the second 30 day 

“The results of  this study 
study show open label 

demonstrate that [Ashwagandha] of  
that a low-dose, modern, high- intervention, the subjects originally 

defined chemical signature with its 
potency ashwagandha extract can in the placebo group experienced 

immune-stimulatory activities is a 
up regulate both the innate and improvements in their immune 

valuable addition in the immunity-
adaptive immune systems in the response through up regulation of  

boosting herbal supplements,” wrote 
body. Our immune systems are tied innate and adaptive markers, while 

the researchers, led by Ajit 
to many other biochemical and those in the continued Shoden 

Tharakan from the University of  
cellular processes in the body and group experienced further 

Oklahoma College of  Medicine. 
thus this study has implications for improvements in immune health 

“These effects span both innate and 
overall health and wellness. Shoden markers.

adaptive immunity, which may 
is a new generation of  a high 

partially explain its traditional use 
potency, sustainable ashwagandha “This pilot, randomized, and 

as aRasayana or rejuvenating herb 
extract made using modern controlled clinical study 

with anti-stress properties.”
extraction technology, but derived demonstrates for the first time that 
from traditional Indian Ayuvedic the leaf  and root extract of  WS 

Ashwagandha
knowledge,” added Dr Lelah. standardized with withanolide 

According to a monograph from the 
glycosides possesses potent 

American Herbal Pharmacopoeia 
immune-stimulatory 

(AHP), Ashwagandha (Withania 
properties,” wrote the 

somnifera) has a history of  use in 
researchers.

ayurvedic medicine that dates back 

Daily supplementation with 
a standardized root and leaf 
ashwagandha extract 
(Shoden) may improve 
immune health markers in 
healthy adults, says data 
from a randomized, 
placebo-controlled trial.
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Fighting food poisoning: 
South Korea makes on-label 
safety info mandatory for 
packaged fresh foods
By Pearly Neo 29-Sep-2021- Food 
Navigator Asia

South Korea is implementing new 
food labelling regulations to 
mandate the inclusion of food 
safety instructions on the labels 
of all packaged fresh food 
products, in an 
attempt to 
prevent further 
food poisoning 
outbreaks.

such as ‘washing’ or ‘heating’ prior In a separate statement, the 
to consumption so that consumers country’s Minister of  Food and 
are aware that such steps need to be Drug Safety Kim Kang-rip also 
taken before the food is considered stressed the importance of  greater 
safe to be eaten. vigilance to prevent food poisoning 

outbreaks amidst the country’s 
“Only foods which are peeled and hotter-than-usual temperatures and 
eaten such as pineapples, tangerines, ongoing battle with COVID-19. 
and watermelons; or will otherwise “Ensuring food safety and 
have the skin removed before preventing the risk of  food 
consumption such as sweet potatoes, poisoning in advance is crucial to 
peaches and carrots, are excluded not only protect public health, but 
from this mandatory labelling.” Lee also reduce the burden of  

also emphasised some quarantines and the health care 
key items subject to the sector amidst the COVID-19 
mandatory labelling, outbreak,” he said. “In particular, 
which are likely also we call upon all food manufacturing 
major culprits when it and processing companies to pay 
comes to food poisoning special attention to overall The country has 
occurrences. manufacturing and transportation been battling food 

management to avoid any food poisoning 
These included: safety accidents occurring.” outbreaks, 
Mushrooms of  almost all especially during 

variants from enoki to oyster; peeled The National Agricultural Products the summer season, for some years. 
fruits and vegetables or those which Quality Management Service also This year alone over 300 people fell 
can be eaten with the peel e.g. recently executed a crackdown on victim to a series of  food poisoning 
apples, grapes, cucumbers, country-of-origin labelling targeted incidents mostly involving gimbap 
tomatoes, broccoli; as well as other at some 5,000 manufacturers and (seaweed rice rolls) made with 
fresh produce which has been sellers of  tofu and other soy various ingredients including 
processed via washing, peeling, products. “The reason for the vegetables, eggs, mushrooms, or 
trimming or cutting, and packaged crackdown was due to the poor local processed meats. The South Korean 
for retail. For mushrooms, the harvest production, increase in National Agricultural Products 
packaging label must display the imports, as well as increase in Quality Management Service has 
safety wording and warning ‘Do not demand last year,” said Lee. issued a statement to revise local 
consume as is but cook thoroughly According to numbers from the food labelling regulations to include 
before eating’ or just ‘Cook and eat’. Ministry of  Agriculture, Food and mandatory food safety phrases on-
Peeled fruits and vegetables will Rural Affairs (MAFRA), local pack in hopes of  preventing further 
need to have the label ‘Wash before soybean production in South Korea such incidents.
eating’ and other processed fresh dropped 22.9% from 105,000 tons in 
produce will need to contain one of  2019 to 81,000 tons in 2020, leading “To ensure that foods are safe for 
the above depending on the product. to an increase in pricing from consumption and prevent food 

KRW5,224 (US$4.40) in June 2020 safety events such as food 
“Failure by food companies and to KRW6,508 (US$5.48) in June poisoning, the inclusion of  food 
producers that fail to comply with 2021.Import volumes increased safety phrases on the outer surface 
these new regulations and do not 5.1% from of  packaging materials for 
include these food safety phrases on 1.26 million vegetables and other fresh produce 
their labels will be subject to tons in 2019 will be made mandatory starting 
penalties including suspensions for to 1.33 October 14 2021,” said the service’s 
up to three months in length, or million tons President Lee Ju-Myeong via the 
monetary fines for negligence,” said in 2020.formal statement. “This will include 
Lee.instructions for handling the foods 
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A total of  said, the company uses the same 
111 processing techniques used by the 
companies original foods to reproduce the 
were found function, mouth feel and other 
in violation attributes of  the original product in 
of  origin anon-threatening manner. While The founder of  food-tech start up 
labelling Voyage Foods’ technology can be Voyage Foods says he has found a 

regulations, and the most used to recreate any non-fibrous way to do just that by using patent-
problematic products were tofu at 66 food, it is focusing first on making pending technology that can 
cases (58.4%), soybeans at 28 cases chocolate without cacao, coffee recreate any non-fibrous food with 
(24.8%), soybean flour at 11cases without coffee beans, and peanut real ingredients at an accessible 
(9.7%) and bean sprouts at six cases butter price and without negative 
(5.3%). “Several firms that sold without environmental or social 
products as made from domestic peanuts. implications. “At its most primitive 
soybeans when in fact the beans The last of  level, what we’re really trying to do 
originated from overseas sources which is is decouple food and food products 
such as the United States or China; slated to hit from their source material. How do 
or if  the beans were from a different food service we make X without the traditional 
local state than they declared, were and retail in input for X? So things like cacao-
subject to criminal prosecution,” November. free chocolate, coffee bean-free 
said Lee. “Violators can be “Our go to market strategy will be coffee beverages and peanut free 
imprisoned for not more than seven launching with some select peanut butter,” founder Adam 
years or subjected to a fine not foodservice partners and really Maxwell told FoodNavigator-USA.
exceeding KRW100mn targeting on the allergen-free side,” 
(US$84,334). We will be checking such as schools, hotels and large He explained the goal of  swapping 
on and doing more promotions on venues, and conscious consumers, source ingredients is to “fill the delta 
the country of  origin labelling for he said.between supply and demand curves” 
agri-food products as the festival and improve accessibility of  
season nears.” Much of  Voyage Foods’ progress to products as climate change, labour 

date has been made possible by a challenges and supply chain 
$6m seed fundraise that closed in struggles hinder traditional 
February, which was led by Valor production of  much-loved foods. To 
Siren Ventures and Horizons achieve these ambitious goals, 
Ventures. But to bring the products Voyage Foods’ combines data 
to shelf  and further build out analytics to identify viable 
manufacturing capabilities, the alternative ingredient combinations 
company is currently raising its and analytical chemistry, sensory 
Series Around, which should close and flavour science and food matrix 
soon with double-digits. “My hope chemistry to replicate the flavour, 

By Elizabeth Crawford is that we launch at least one function and nutrition of  the 
01-Sep-2021- Food 

product in a new category every original food.Navigator
year for the next five 
years,” so that we can 
demonstrate the health 
benefits and the capacity 
and capability of  this Maxwell stressed that the company 
technology, Maxwell isn’t using any “scary chemicals,” 
said. At the same time, but rather real ingredients, such as 
he added, Voyage Foods grape seed fat, sunflower meal, 
will remain a mission-sugar, salts and natural flavours to 

driven food company that believes replicate traditional chocolate but 
in and does the right thing.without the cacao. Likewise, he 

Chocolate minus cocoa? Peanut 
butter minus peanuts? Voyage 
Foods wants to ‘decouple’ 
food from its source material 
to ease negative 
environmental, 
social 
implications

Voyage Foods skips ‘scary 
chemicals,’ favours traditional 

processing

problematic ingredients with ones 
that are more sustainably and 
equitably produced, and just as 
nutritious and delicious?

Climate change, 
labour shortages, inflation and 
strained supply chains threaten 
manufacturers’ and suppliers’ 
ability to ethically source, safely 
produce and efficiently deliver 
the foods consumers want at 
prices they can afford -- but what 
if there was away to reproduce 
today’s top foods by swapping out 
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